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Comprising 75 Maps in a Handy
Book Form.
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have with him,

Vols. 1 and 2.

Here is the real beginner's book - language
not too teehnieal illustrations carefully
selected diagrams
right comprehensively dealing in Vol.
1 with an introduction
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explanation of technical terms, vacuum
tubes, and shows how
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The BEST in RADIO-YOUR DEALER HAS THEM ALL

THE ''MUSIC MASTER"
- the de Luxe L oud Speaker. Has
an amplifying bell of resonant
wood
£12

UNITED HOME ASSEMBLY SETS.
Available in one, two, three or four valve
sizes. Mission or polished finish Cabinets.
Can be put together with a screw-driver
and a pair of pliers. They cost 5 t o 11
guineas, and include "Frost" Parts, Signal
Audio Frequency Transformer, etc.

UNITED CRYSTALS.
Made and tested in Australia.
Price, 1 /3. Galena, Midite, Hertzi tc, Pyrites, Claritone, Zincite.

ATLAS LOUD SPEAKER,
"The Musician of the Air."
Price
£ 7 / 10/ BRANDES TABLE TALKER£4/ 15/-

..
----

608 PUSH - PULL
SWITCH

BATTERY
.. 4/ -

"FROST" RADIO RHEOSTATS
AND POTENTIOMETERS.
Nos. 650-2 Maroon Bakelite, 6 and 35 ohm
Rheostats
7 /3

9/6
ohm

FORTEVOX JUNIOR CRYSTAL
SET
16/-

Nos. 651-3. Same with V ernier
No. 654.
Maroon Bakelite, 400
Potentiometer

WIZARD CRYSTAL SET .. 20/-

Nos. 600 - 2 M etal fram e, 6 and 35 ohm
Rheostats. Price . .
21 / -

.9/6

METRO CRYSTAL SE~ oo~J
plete
£3/15} --

"SIGNAL" AUDIO FREQUENCY
TRANSFORMER.
SIGNAL GRID CONDENSER
GUARANTEED.
1/ 6
Al1 Capaciti es

YOUR

Ensures loud tone, free from distortion.
Made in Australia. As good as the most
expe n sive imported Tra n sformers . . 21 / -

DEALER

CAN

SUPPLY

YOU

AT

HEADPHONES.
"Pico," strong a nd s ensitive,
fully guaranteed . .
25/ FROST FONES.
2,000 ohm
3,000 ohm
3,200 ohm

32/ 6
37/ 6
45/ -

UNITED COILS.
Guaranteed,
correct,
efficient,
True Inductance. P r ices
2/ upwards.

THESE

PR ICES.

ABOVE ARE ONLY A FEW OF THE GUARANTEED PRODUCTS OF

UNITED

DISTRIBUTORS

LIMITED

. (Wholesale Only)
72 Clarence Street,
SYDNEY,

592 Bonrke Street,
MELBOURNE.

27 Chesser Street,
ADELAIDE.

847 Hay Street.
l'ERTH,

Mention "Ra dio" when coi:rmunicating with Advertiseri;..

Cr. Jervois Quay and H arris
Street, WELLINGTON.
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adiotoria.l~,
"Buy

Australian-Made!"

OlVIE little time ago, Sydney, and for all that
is known, other capitals of the Commonwealth, were profusely placarded, postered
and paragraphed with a forceful appeal to
buy goods which owed their origin and
manufacture to the Great Southern Continent. If memory serves aright, countless importunings appeared bidding one buy '' ships and shoes and sealing-wax, cabbages
and, no doubt, if another had been required and they
were purchasable by a people who already render Joyal
homag·e to one, ''kings.''
THE merits of Australian cheese, chalk, china, cloth,
cutlery, and cigarettes were borne upon every citizen
at every corner and in every tram and t rain. But was
there made mention of this country's, comparatively
speaking, most infant industry-although there can be
no doubt there will come a day, and that not a very
far distant one, when it will take its place as one of
Australia's greatest-that of the local manufacture of
all wireless apparatus and accessories 1

ghettie, '' and, so to speak, every microfarad capacity
of their condenser hails from our factories. It is in the
Wireless public's interest to take these precautions as
it is the Radio public which win directly benefit.

A

VISIT to the premises of those companies who have
showrooms in Sydney, say, for example, Messrs.
Amalgamated Wireless (Australasia) , Limited, Messrs.
United Distributors Limited, Messrs. Burgin Electric
Company Limited, Messrs. Wiles Wonderful Wireless, Messrs. Western Electric Company (Australia), Limited, Messrs. David Jones, and other
leading
dealers
will
unmistakably
show
the
indubitably high standard which Australian Radio
goods enjoy.
IT is not as though they were only the result evolved
out of attention to local conditions and requirements,
they are also the outcome of research and investigation
carried out not only by the best brains of their own
concerns but by those of foreign Wireless research staffs
who are meritedly world-famous. It is obvious, then,

THIS ISSUE'S SPECIAL CONSTRUCTIONAL ARTIOLE-"A MULTI-VALVE RADIO FREQUENCY
AMPLIFIER"-WILL BE FOUND ON PAGE 708.
IN any case, even if mention was made of this industry,
there is not the slightest reason in the world why it
should not be alluded to in these columns afresh.
GIVEN an equal opportunity, an Australian or his
· handiwork is equal to the best of any other country
in the world. It would be, mock-modesty to deny this,
for it has been proved time and time again that in
whatever field of endeavour, be it strife, or in that time
which comes after the beating of the sword into a
plough-share, the Australian and/or the work of his
liead and hand have survived competition with the
world's best.

SO

far as merit is concerned, so is it with the Radio
· industry, both retail and wholesale, in Australia and
New Zealand. To meet foreign interests on au equal
basis it is necessary that the price of ·local products come
down further. And there is only one way in which that
reduction can be secured-by the public making sure
that every square inch of bakelite, every foot of '' spa-

that such products are equal to, if not better than, anything else of their kind in the world.
· "GRANTED then,'' says your scoffer, '' that local products compare so favourably with the imported
article. But think of those accessories which have to be
imported because there are not in existence to-day
proper facilities for their manufacture here.''

TO

which one replies, and thereby insures his remaining to pray: "If Australia can make Wireless valves
-the very heart and soul of a receiving or transmitting
set-it can embark with assured success upon the construction of anything from a fixed condenser to the
filament of a ''peanut'' audion. All these will be produced immediately the public's faith in them is demonstrated by a suitable demand.
·
THE Australian Wireless enthusiast who does not support Australian productions on every possible occa
sion is not .worthy of the name of ''Australian. '' .
0
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Marconi Valves
How They · Are Made at the Osram Lamp Works
ERE the amateur wireless
enthusiast permitted to
view the process of manufacture necessary to produce a complete valve for
his set, he would be somewhat astonished at the number of operations
(many being of a complex nature)
through which such an apparently
simple piece of apparatus has to pass.
Even a careful examination of a valve
p_u rchased from a retailer will tell

Seal with Filament and Grid
Mounted .

Completed
Grid.

This development is largely due to the
invention of the Thermionic valve by
Dr. Fleming, in the year 1904, but
undoubtedly the war did much to
stimulate its application. · The General Electric Company Ltd., devoted
a portion of their Osram Lamp factory at Hammersmith to investigating
the complex problems involved in
wireless valve manufacture, and from
these works large quantities of valves
were despatched to the various battle

Seal with Fila- Damping Wfre
ment Mounted.
for Grid .

him little or nothing about its construction, yet there are in reality over
forty different operations involved in
the production of one complete valve.
Herewith is described, then, how
valves are made at the Marconi Osram
Valve Company's works at Hammersmith, London.
Before doing so,
however, a few words on the history
of
the
development
of
the
valve may not be amiss.
The
rapid development of wireless has
been, to . ~ay the least, remarkable.

Seal.

fronts. The cessation of war left the
Company with a strong organisation
in this particular branch, together
with the knowledge acquired by reason of wartime research. Then followed the great wireless boom, and today the demand for Marconi-Osram
valves is such that a complete reorganisation of some of the departments at the factory has been necessary, and automatic machinery of the
most modern design has been instaHed
in the place .of older types.

THE CONSTRUCTION OF A VALVli .

Before describing the various processes involved in their manufacture,
a few words on the construction of
the Marconi-Osram 'l'hermionic valve
will, no doubt, be of interest to our
readers. The valve consists of a glass
tube from which the air has been exhausted, in which ii a filament of
Tungsten wire similar to that used in
the .manufacture of ordinary electric
lamps; surrounding this filament, but
electrically insulated from it, is the
grid, an open spiral wouncl coil of
wire, ancl surrounding this again
forming an outer wall, as it were, is
· the anode, an open-ended tube of solid
metal. T·he connections to the two
ends of the filament, also to the grid
and anode, are brought through the
bulb to four pins mounted in the cap.
Different types of terminals are used,
according to the type of valve. By
passing a current of electricity
through the filament , large, quantities
of minute charges of negative electricity, called electrons, are dispersed
from the filament. If the anode be
made electrically positive, the electrons will travel through the gap between the filament and the anode by
virtue of mutual attraction, and will
be manifest by an electric current.
The control of this current, known as
plate current, is determined by the
potential applied to the grid. As an
example of the valve, the varying
potential of the aerial may be applied
to the grid, with the result that the
plate current will be modified in
strict accordance .with the current
variations iri the aerial, but will be
considerably more powerful.
It is
after this manner that a valve is employed as a high frequency amplifier
in a wireless receiving set. It will
be seen from the observations already
made that not a few of the problems
met with in valve construction are
also to be found in the manufactur,1
of ordinary electric lamps, though,
perhaps, the latter, by virtue of construction in a more simple and on a
larger scale, are more easily overcome.
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Nevertheless, the raw material, such
as glass and Tungsten wire, are the
same in both cases, and many of the
operations employed in their manufacture can be said to be identical.
The system adopted at the Hammersmith Works in order to cope with an
output of 25,000 to 30,000 valves per
week, called for a very careful study
of shop lay-out, and while one hesitates to use the words "mass produc-

Complete
Assembly.

extremely small clearances between
the filament grid and anode, together
with the fine gauge filament wire,
affeJrds not only an interesting example of skill of the operators, but
also of the design of the machines
employed in the manufacture of this
type of valve. As with the ordinary
lamp, so, too, with the valve, the
first operation is known as the
' 'Pinch,' ' or seal. A short length of
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thus forming a• air-tight seal. The
four supporting wires are then bent
to the correct shape, according to the
type of valve being made.
In some
cases, for example, in the DE3 valve
having a vertical filament, grid and
anode, an extension of the supporting
rod is added at this stage consisting
of to:r> supports for grid, anode and
filament, these supports forming a
rigid unit, at the same time being
thoroughly insulated frame one another by being sealed into a glass
bead. This upper unit is attached tf)
the lower portion by spot-welding the
bottom of the upper filament support
to one of the short filament supports.
The grids, anodes and filaments are
prepared ready for assembling, the
grids being principally made on a
universal grid machine (Fig. 2 ) . This
machine is of ingenious design, . the
necessary number of turns of wire
being correctly spaced on a mandrel
and spot-welded at every turn to the
supporting wire. These machines can
be adapted for any type of grid. One
of the most interesting machines to be
seen in operation, is entirely auto-

Seal with Filament, Grid
and Anode Mounted.

tion" when applied to England, it is glass tube cut to the correct length
on these lines that the "M.O." Valve on a carborundum wheel, one end of
Co., Ltd., have organised their fac- which has been bell-mouthed by
tory. It is possible to completely means of heating the glass in a Buntrace the history of valve manufac- ' sen flame, and placing a forming tool
ture from the raw material stores, in the glass opening while under heat
following it up until it emerges as a treatment, is clamped into a machine .
complete wireless unit. Each type of similar to that shown in Fig. 1.
valve manufactured at the Marconi- Through this tube is threaded four
Osram factory is carried out in its copper leading-in wires; to one end of ·
own section, though there are some each is spot-welded a short piece of
operations, such as the high frequency special wire and then another piece
apparatus employed for the eddy- of thicker gauge wire, -the latter evencurrent heating of plates of certain tually acting as a support for the filatypes of valves during evacuation, ment, grid and anode.
When the
where, for convenience, the grouping wires have been correctly placed in
the glass tube, the tube revolves while
of plant has been adopted.
the flames of the Bunsen burner,
THROUGH THE FACTORY.
drawn to a very fine point, are allowLet us proceed to describe the op- ed to impinge on the unflanged end
erations involved in the manufacture of the tube. When the glass has been
of the popular DE3 valve, used by heated to the correct temperature, at
thousands of wireless enthusiasts on which it is reduced to a soft putty-like
their broadcasting reception sets. This state, two arms rise up, and by a
valve is a dull-emitter general-pur- squeezing action flatten the tube; at
pose valve, the filament being rated to the same time, this flattening action
consume .06 amps. at 2.8 volts. The tightly grips the leading-in wires,

Fig. 1.-Head of Pinch-making Machine.

matic, and, once set up, winds
a
continuous spiral coil and
cuts off the coil, by means of travel~
ling cutters, to the correct length,
and welds it to the supporting wire.
The anodes, be they flattened or cylin-
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drical in shape, are bent to shape on
formers, the joints being spot-welded.
A longitudinal rib is also spotwelded, and a short piece of magnesium wire, about which we shall
have something to say later. Having
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EXHAUSTING.
der of compressed air. The glass at
the bottom of the bulb is heated alThe valve is _now ready for exhaustmost to a. melting point, while the ing. For this purpose it is passed
pressure of compressed air blows a through an oven which has twentysmall hole through the heated end. four positions, heat is again applied
The bulb is then placed in an inverted to the bulb which travelled slowly
· position in a machine, and heat ap- · over the twenty-four positions, while
plied round the small hole, while a oil vacuum pumps are employed to
fine, hollow tube of glass is melted _ exhaust the air by drawing it out of
to it, care being taken to ensure a free the bulb through the glass stem, alair passage. The object of this tube ready mentioned. When the bulb has

Fig. 2.-Grid-making Machine .

described what may be said to be the
most delicate part of the apparatus,
it will be readily observed by our
readers, if they examine the internal
construction of the Marconi-Osram
valve, that the assembly of these component parts upon their respective
supports requires, first, great accuracy in manufacture, consequently,
we find jigs are extensively used
through the factory ; secondly, the
delicate nature of these parts is such
that only women labour can be sucAs a case in
cessfully employed.
point, the grid and anode are assembled before the filament is inserted in its place, the gap between these
parts being so small that, in order to
see that every part is correctly assembled, a tester is employed examining them under a magnifying glass.
SEALING IN.

At this stage the operation of
'' sealing in'' takes place'. This opera ti on consists of inserting the seal,
with its filament. Finode and grid, into

Pump Tables with Eddy Current Heating Equipment for Fine Filament
Valves.

Fig. 3.-Spot Welding .

the glass bulb. Prior to the sealing
in, however, these bulbs are heated
at the bottom where the pip is in a
finished lamp, while the other end,
which is open, is placed under a cylin-

will be stated later. The globe is
now ready for sealing in. The seal
and bulb are placed on a jig on a
revolv1ng table, round the periphery
of which are equally spaced Bunsen
burners. Heat is applied at the point
of junction between the seal and the
bulb until the two pieces of glass arc
fused together, while the excess portion of the bulb is cut off by the
action of the flame.

passed through this oven the stem is
cut off automatically and sealed,
leaving the well-known pip seen in
nel:(rJy every electric lamp at the
bottom. 'fhe valve has been partially
exhausted of air, but owing to the
comparatively large quantities of gas
that can be "occluded" or held by
the metal parts of the valve and the
inner surface of the glass bulb, it is
necessary to raise these · parts to a

January 21, 1925.
high temperature, thus driving off as
much gas as possible, and it is at this
point the magnesium previously mentioned plays a part. The valve is then
placed in another revolving machine
and current is passed through the
lamp in exactly the same · manner as
it does in the rece1vmg set; this
raises the temperature of the filament
and metal parts, sufficiently high to
fuse the magnesium, some of which
combines with the small amount of
gas left in the bulb prior to this
operation, and '' cleans · up''. the
vacuum; the remainder forms a fine,
silver-like coating upon the inner surface of the bulb, this coating absorbing any further gas which may be
liberated from the metal parts during
the life of the valve.
Several methods are adopted to
heat the plate and for flashing the
magnesium. That used for DE3
valves is known as "eddy-current
heating.''
A coil of copper wire,
through which a high-tension current
of high frequency can be made to
flow, is slipped over the bulb of the
valve, the closing of the pump cage
doors automatically switches on the
high frequency current, and in a few
moments the eddy currents induced
in the plate have raised the metal to
a temperature sufficiently high to

West American
AMATEUR radio telegraph signals,
starting from the Pacific coast,
have nearly succeeded in reaching the
tip of the South American continent,
according to an announcement of the
American Radio Relay League.
A
message from Maurice E. McCreery,
manager of the League's Pacific Division, states that four western amateurs have communicated in both
directions with an amateur radio
station in Chile.
Many western operators, who helped to maintain communication with
the MacMillan Arctic expedition in
the Far North, are now equally enthusiastic in their desire to get in
touch with amateurs in some of the
South American countries.
This
awakening of interest in the possi-
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there is a certain amount of thoria,
a substance which possesses the property of giving a very large electr@n
emission at a comparatively low temperature. In order to bring a large
quantity of the thoria to the surface
of the filament, the valve is burned
for a certain period at a definite temperature considerably in excess of the
normal. The filament is next ' 'aged''
by burning at its rated temperature
for a certain time, after which it is
ready for the very exhaustive final
test. The valves are put on circuit
and tested for filament consumption
for emission at set conditions, also for
impedance. Finally, a microamm~ter
gives a reading of the maximum. reverse grid current, or ''.backlash.''
The valve is then ready for capping,
marking and packing. In addition to
the various types of .small valves,
it is interesting to note that large rectifiers are manufactured, capable of
dealing with small currents at 150,000
volts, such. as are ne.c essary in cable
testing, in the electrical precipitation
' ' --- _ ,,,)
of dust and other processes.
Large
water-cooled transmitting valves,
· _electrodes of which are shown in Fig.
4, are also manufactured for the MarFig. 4.-Electrodes for Transmitter Valves.
coni Wireless TeletSTaph Co. Ltd., in
cesses. Dull emitter valves have fila- sizes taking an input from 10 to
ments of Tungsten wire in which 20 kw.
flash the magnesium. The exhausting
being completed, the lamps are sealed off, and are ready for the final pro-

II Hams II

Work a Chilean Amateur

bilities of frequent l:0ntact with
brother operators in the Latin American field is credited to the unusual
success of the recent Pan-American
radio tests.
The first amateur to work the
Chilean station, according to McCreery, was Glen A. Litten, of
Orange, Cal., while the others were
McCreery himself, whose station is in
Los Angeles ; William L. Williams,
of Pomona, Cal., and Robert. W. Kennedy, of Riverside, Cal.
These men
are credited with having made the
best South American records since
the work with Argentina.
The desire of amateurs in Chile to
establish contact with operat ors in
the United States has been of long
duration, and one of the more pro-

minent experimenters of that country
recently announced that he would
give a genuine Chilean hat to the
North American who turned the trick.
It is expected this hat will be given
to Litten in the near future.

DE LUXE AERIAL.

DR.

G. J . ADAMS, of The Avenue,
W anganui, has installed a threevalve set and has erected an aerial
that for height and appearance is the
envy of many amateurs in that locality. It has been noticed that a lucky
neighbour was fortunate enough to be _
able to hang one end of his aerial on
to the doctor's rear mast. Excellent
r eception has been reported on t his
installation.
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A

.
Page of its History
By J.C. D.

ANY readers, perhaps, have
not heard of the capture
from the Germans on September 11, 1914, of the
Bita Paka Wireless Station, then the last remaining link of

ing account of the A.N. & M.E.
Forces' work:'' On the August 10, 1914, within
a week from the declaration of war
against Germany, Colonel Holmes,
D .S.O., V.D., O.C., 6th Australian

A view from the top of one of the aerial masts of B ita Paka (Rabaul) Radio
Station.

the German chain of Radio stations
in the Pacific.
Extracts from the first Government
Gazette published in Rabaul immediately after the Australians occupied
German New Guinea, give an interest-

Infantry Brigade, accepted the
command of Australia's first overseas force, and on the following day
the first batch of recruits was received, sworn in and steps taken to
select regimental, staff and other

officers.
The work of organising,
clothing, equipping and training
was proceeded with vigorously,
and within one week the· force was
embarked on the transport Berrima
at Sydney as a complete, self-contained unit ready to proceed to sea
on active service. At the same time,
the Naval portion of the force was
completed and placed in charge of
Commander Beresford, R.A.N. The
Berrima commenced her voyage
from Farm Cove, Sydney, on the
19th of August, and some weeks
later sheltering under the escort
of ships of the Royal Australian
Navy, arrived off New Britain on
September 11, when a Naval detachment of twenty-five men put
ashore at Kabakaul with instructions to locate the wireless station
about six miles inland. Owing to
serious opposition from the enemy,
reinforcements were .quickly requisitioned, whereupon: two companies of Naval Reserves a1;1-d t~o
of infantry were landed with mstructions to locate and co-operate
with the first party of twenty-five
in the attack on the wireless station.
The absence of reports from the original party, led to instructions being given, that at daylight on the
following morning, the guns of the
fleet should shell with shrapnel the
ridge between Kabakaul and Herbertshohe ( on which Bita Paka is
situated), which appeared to be
strongly held, and on completion of
shelling, the forces at Kabakaul
and Herbertshohe should attack
simultaneously. Early on the morning of September 12, however, information was received that the
enemy's troops defending the wireless station had surrendered and
the station occupied by a party
under Lieut. Bond and Capt. Travers; but not without the following
casualties on our side : Killed : Capt. R C. A . Pockley,
A.M.C.; Lieut.-Com. C. B. Elwell,
R.A.N.; G. V . Williams, A.B.; .J.
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Courtney, A.B.; R. Moffatt, A.B.;
- . Street, A.B.
Also four wounded.
The forces, having completed the
capture of the station, then removed to Rabaul, landing there at 6
p.m. the same day, and it was there
that the garrison was established
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was soon discovered, and Engineers transmitters (locally termed '' jamD: McDonald and C. W. Hardinge, pots" ) were erected at the outpost
with a party from the Australian stations in the German territory, and
Coastal Service, arrived in November, traffic from these, together with
1914, to complete its construction. Nauru, Ocean Island and Tulagi
The original German plans provided (Solomon Ishmds) relayed to Austrafor five steel lattice masts, but these lia through Bita Paka, Woodlark Iswere considered above requirement., land (now abolished) and Townsville.
to obtain communication with AustraIn 1922, when Amalgamated Wirelia and two towers only were erected. less (A/ sia. ) Ltd., assumed control of
The erection of the larger tower of the Australian coastal stations, by
315 feet-first assembled on the agreement with the Commonwealth
ground and with the aid of jury mast Government, the stations in New
and winches, lifted holus bolus into Guinea also came under the confrol
position-together with the general of the company, the Island Radio Serarrangement of the apparatus ;ill(} vice, and Mr. W. G. Clarke, Officerhuildings, displayed the ability of the in-Charge of Perth Radio, was apconstruction engineers. The station pointed Radio Inspector, Rabaul, and
eventually opened for working early required to transfer the service from
in 1916 with _L. Luscombe as O.I.O., local administration to company conand rapid progress was soon made in trol.
The installation of amplifiers and
obtaining the best results from the
modified arrangements of aerial sys- valve transmitters at both Rabaul and
tern and gear; the most important 11£ Townsville, which was soon effected
these resu:lts beiri:g the change from after A .W.A. control brought about
night to day working, m,ade possible a further modification of power at
only by the ·use of longer waves ,and Bita Paka and also at · Townsville.
installation of valve receivers. The· . The 90 h .p. Diesels at Bita Paka have
more recent achievements on still · since been replaced by a 14½ h.p . Rus-

Aerial Masts.

and the British flag hoisted. Terms
of capitulation were then arranged
and the German Governor allowed
to return to Germany. ''
As told above, the capture of the
station at Bita Paka put out of action
the last of the four forming the German Pacific chain. Yap was destroyed
by the H.lVLS. Hampshire, Nauru was
captured by a landing party from
H.M.A.S. Melbourne, Samoa occupied
by the N.Z. Expeditionary Forces.
The Bita Paka station was, at the outbreak of the war, in the early stages
of construction and working on low
power. There appears to be . little
doubt that military considerations
were the primary object of these
stations, but without sufficient military protection, proved a failure.
The capture of Bita Paka resulted
in the first bloodshed of Australian
manhood in the Great War, and the
scene of the fight is some 30 odd miles
from Rabaul, on the eastern-most per1insular of New Britain. After capture, part 0f the apparatus was shifted to Rabaul township, but the necessity of the original high power station

Another view of VJZ.

shorter waves would have eased the
strain on telegraphists of the tropics
in these days, but these achievements
have resulted from utilising valves for
transmission, whereas valves had. at
that time only partly met with approval for reception purposes ; further, it would not have been possible
to tune spark sets to such short waves.
Several smaller st.a tions of ship-type

ton engine, which 1fully meets all
present day requirements, and the service in all directions is much more
efficient on 1,000 watts valve transmitter than the old 40,000 watt Telefunken spark transmitter. Telephony
has also been arranged on the valve
transmitter and this is u.sed daily in
the maintenance of a service with
( Continued on page 712. )
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Radio Installation Rules
Authorised by Fire Underwriters' Association of N.S.W.
THE information contained in the following article has been issued by the Fire Underwriters' Association of N.S.W.
for the guidance of those who propose installing radio receiving sets.
Holders of Fire Insurance Policies should notify the company concerned immediately a receiving set is installed
on the premises.

JN

setting up Radio Equipment,
all wiring pertaining thereto must
conform to the Association's "General Rules for Wiring- for the Utilization of Electrical Energy," and
the following additional Rules:FOR RECEIVING STATIONS ONLY.
Antenna.

(a) .Antennas outside of buildings
shall not cross over or under electric
light or power wires, nor shall they
be so located that a failure of either
antenna or of the above-mentioned
electric light or power wires can result in a contact between the antenna
and such electric light or power wires.
.Antennas shall be constructed and
installed in a strong and durable
manner, and shall be so located as
to prevent accidental contact with
lig!'it ~nd power wires by sagging or
swmgmg.
Splices and joints in the antenna
span, unless made with approved
clamps or splicing devices, shall be
soldered.
.Antennas installed inside of buildings are not covered by the above
rules.
· N0TE.-Outdoor antennas should be of
rugged construction, held securely in place
and kept well away from electric light and
power wires. It is advisable for the amateur not to make any coenection<: tu poles
carrying light or power wires , Those unfamiliar with electric wiring will do wea
to have antennas and oUrnr apparatus in~
stalled by competent electricians.
The size of the antenna will depend on
the span; for the ordinary receiving antenna about 100ft. long, No. 16 gaug.J soft
drawn copper wire may be used, or otner
wire of equivalent strength. Where the
span is long, or where the antenna l:!ross ~s
other wires, it should be larger.
Lead-in Wires.

Lead-in wires shall be of
copper, approved copper-clad steel
or . other metal, which will not
corrode excessively, and in no case
shall they be smaller than No. 16
(b)

S.W.G., except that approved copperclad steel not less than No. 18 (0.044)
S.W.G. may be used.
Lead-in wires on the outside of
buildings shall not come nearer than
twelve ( 12) inches to electric light
and power wires unless separated
therefrom by a continuous and firmly
fixed non-conductor that will maintain permanent separation. The nonconductor shall be in· additioii to any
insulation on the wire.
Lead-in wires shall enter building
through a non-combustible, non-absorptive insulating bushing.
NoTE.-Although desirable from a signalling viewpoint to prevent partial
grounding in wet weather, these r ules do
not require the insulating of lead-in wires,
except where they pass through the
building wall, wher e a bushing is specified.
This ·is to protect against possible contact
with Wires, pipes, or other grounded metal,
which may be concealed in walls.
Protec,t ive Device.

( c) Each lead-in wire shall be pro-

vided with an approved protective
device properly connected and located
( inside or outside the building) as
near as practicable to the point where
the wire enters the building.
The
protector shall not be paced in the
immediate vicinity of easily ignitable stuff, or where exposed to inflammable gases or dust or flying of
combustible materials.
The protective device shall be an
approved lightning arrester which
will operate at a potential of five
hundred (500) volts or less.
The use of an antenna grounding
switch is desirable, but does not obviate the necessity for the approved
protective device required in this section. The antenna grounding switch
if installed shall, in its closed position, form a shunt around the protective device.
NoTE.-The protective dev ice should be ·
approved lightning arre.ster; the use of

cheap home-made devices should be discouraged. Fuses are not required, but if
installed should be between the lead-in
a nd the iightning arrester.
Protective Ground Wire.

( d ) The ground wire may be bare

or insulated, and shall be of copper
or approved copper-clad steel. If of
copper the ground wire shall not be
smaller than No. 16, S.W.G., and if
of approved copper-clad steel it shall
not be smaller than No. 18 (0.044)
S."\V.G.
The ground wire shall be
run in as straight a line as possible
to a good permanent ground. Preference shall be given to water piping.
Gas piping shall not be used for
grounding protective devices. Other
permissible grounds are artificial
grounds such as driven pipes, plates,
cones, etc.
The ground wire shall be protected
against mechanical injury. .An approved ground clamp shall be used
wherever the ground wire is connected to pipes or piping.
N oTE.-The proper connection or' the
antenna to the ground minimises the
lightning hazard. A satisfactory ground
and properly-run ground wire are of primary importance.
Wires Inside Buildings.

( e) Wires inside buildings shall be

securely fastened in a workmanlike
manner, and shall not collie nearer
than two (2) inches to any electric
light or power wire unless separated
therefrom by some continuous and
firmly fixed non-conductor making a
permanent separation. This non-conductor shall be in addition to 1,1,ny
regular insulation on the wire. Porcelain tubing or approved flexible tubing may be used for encasing wires to
comply with this rule.
Receiving Equipmen·t Ground Wire.

(/) The ground conductor may' be
bare or insulated, and shall be of
copper, approved copper-clad steel,
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or other approved metal which will
not corrode excessively under existing
conditions, and in no case shall the
ground wire be less than No. 16
S.W.G., except that approved copperclad steel not less than No. 18 (0.044)
S.W.G., may be used.
FOR TRANSMITTING STATIONS . .
NoTE.-Transmitting stations are regarded ~s involving more hazard than
stations used only for receiving, and require additional safeguards. In addition
to these requirements, all wiring and
apparatus supplying power for sending
should be installed in accordance with the
General Rules for Wiring.
Antenna.

(g) Antennas outside of buildings

shall not cross over or under electric
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to prevent accidental contact with
light and power wires by sagging or
swinging.
Splices and joints in the antenna
span, shall, unless made with approved clamps or splicing devices, be soldered.
Lead-in Wires.

(h) Lead-in wires shall be of cop-

per, approved copper-clad steel; or
@ther metal which will not corrode
excessively, and in no case shall they
be smaller than No. 16 S.W .G.
· Antenna and counterpoise conductors and wires leading therefrom to
ground switch, where attached to
huildings, must be firmly mounted
five ( 5) inches clear of the surface
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tube or bushing of non-absorptive
insulating material shall be used, and
shall be installed so as to have a
creepage and air-gap distance of at
least five ( 5) inches to any extraneous- body. If porcelain or other
fragile material is used, it shall be
installed so as to be protected from
mechanical injury. A drilled window
pane may be used in place of bushing
provided five (5) inch creepage and
air . gap distance is maintained.
NoTE.-E.ntrance tubes or bushings may
be .glazed porcelain or composition.
In making these installations, the peculiar characteristics of radio-frequency
current should be kept in mind, and all
wires should have adequate clearance in
order to make sure that the current will
stay upon the wires until it has reached
its intended destination.

This is -the apparatus housed at the New York headquarters of the Radio Corporation of America; upon which was recently
received for the first time in history a series of photographs transmitted by wireless ·from the Corpo.-ation's London office.
The machine was designed by Captain R. H. Ranger, Radio Engineer.
Details of the apparatus are as follow:-The
motor, A, operates the gearing, B, which rotates the cylinder bearins the recording paper, _C.
A .specially-constructed
fountain-pen, D, is fed with ink from a _reservoir, E, and ·is agitated by the received signal pu,lses to make a direct
record on the paper of the tran-s mitted picture.
To the right in a camera box shown open· at F, a photographic record is
simultaneously made with a small electric light on a ser.1sitive photographic film. A large tuning fork kept continuously
l?uzzing by electricity holds the motor, A, to a rigorously constant speed.

-light or power wires, nor shall it be
so located that a failure of either the
antenna or of the above-mentioned
electric light or power wires can result in a contact between the antenna
and such electric light or power
wires.
Antennas shall be constructed and
installed in a strong and durable
manner, and shall be so located as

of the building, on non-absorptive insulating support such as treated
'wood pins or brackets equipped with
insulators, having not less than five
( 5) inch creep age and air-gap distance to inflammable or conducting
material. Where desired approved
suspension insulators may be used.
( i) In passing the antenna or counterpoise l!ead-in into the building a

Protective Grounding Switch.

(j) A double-throw knife switch

having a break distance of four ( 4)
inches and a blade not less than oneeighth ( ¼) inch by one-half ( ½) inch
shall be used to join the antenna and
counterpoise lead-ins to the ground
conductor. The switch may be located inside or outside the building. The
(Continued on page 714.)
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Talks from 3LO
Crystal Detectors
FROM time to time, commencing with this issue. there will appear in "Radio" reports of addresses made by wireless
experts from 3LO. the Melbourne Station of the Broadcasting Company of Australia.
is with the intention of putting 0n permanent record the remarks made by the leading Australian Radio authorities
concerning the many and various types of receiving sets and their management, and the different branches of wireless that these addresses will be published in these columns.
They should also prove of considerable interest and
assistance to those other Australasian listeners-in and experimenters who, through different circumstances, are unable
to hear the items transmitted from 3LO.

JT

TO-NIGHT I want to tell you something about crystal detectors. The
crystal as a detector of electromagnetic waves was associated with
the very earliest experiments in Radio
Telegraphy but upon the invention of
the three electrode thermionic valve,
with its greater sensitivity and amplifying, as well as rectifying powers,
the crystal faded into the background.
With the advent of broadcasting a
few years ago, the crystal was granted
a new lease of life, as it is admirably
suitable for the reception of radio
telephony over short distances, on account of its extreme simplicity, small
initial cost and upkeep .
No doubt
many of you are listening to me on
crystal sets to-night and will be interested to know just how that little
piece of crystal functions.
Many years ago scientists found
that some crystals possessed the peculiar property of being more conductive in one direction than in the other,
that is if an alternating electro-magnetic force, such as is set up in your
receiver circuits on the arrival of
ether waves from the broadcast
station be applied to such a crystal
it will be transformed into direct
current " 'kicks" or pulses, and these
are just what we need to actuate our
telephone receiver. Now those pulses
on a wave-length of 600 metres occur
at the rate of 500,000 per second and
form practically a continuous current.
This current will be steady, provided
the amplitude of the transmitted
waves is steady and as our ears cannot respond to frequencies nearly so
h-igh as 500,000 per second nothing
will be heard, but if the amplitude
of the transmitted wave or carrier
wave, as it is called in radio telephony, is varied by superimposing on
it sound waves then our 500,000 cycle

per second pulses through the telephones will vary in strength, too, and
what is more important still, they will
vary ilil exact accordance with the
s0und waves impressed on the transmitter.
This means that the telephone diaphragm will vibrate in exact
accordance with the vibrations impinged on the microphone diaphragm
at the transmitter, and this is how
you are hearing my voice in your
telephones to-night.
There are several varieties of crystal which possess this rectifying property, some of which require the
passage of a small, continuous current
from a battery through them for best
results. The reason for this is that
they do not obey Ohm's law like most
ordinary conductors of electricity,
that is, the current through these
crystals does not increase proportionally to the voltage. Therefore, when
the wave comes along to our receiver
and sets up an E.M.F. or voltage and
this voltage rises, the current in the
telephones only increases slightly, but
after a certain voltage is reached, the
current then increases rapidly, so that
if we supply this first voltage from
a · couple of dry cells we have our
crystal operating at that point where
any further increase will give rise to
a large current increase. Thus by
supplying this initial voltage we obtain more current and therefore
louder signals in our telephones.
Carborundum is a crystal of this
nature and in order to find the correct voltage necessary, which will
vary with every piece o:l' crystal, a
potentiometer is used with the threevolt battery to adjust the voltage very
gradually from zero to maximum. Although not very popular, on account
of requiring a battery and potentiometer, carborundum has many advan-

tages, the chief being its stability once
a good point is found and the potentiometer set at the best position, when
it will remain adjusted for months
and will even withstand knocks, jolts,
etc., because, unlike most other crystals, it requires a contact of considerable pressure.
Of the other crystals in use, Galena
is perhaps easily the most popular,
unlike carborundum, it requires no
battery and is extremely sensitive. Its
drawback lies in the fact that it requires a very light contact and, therefore, the slightest knock or vibration
throws it out of adjustment. A way
to overcome this, to a certain extent,
is to mount the crystal holder on a
piece of spongy rubber.
A few useful hints should be helpful for keeping your crystal in good
working order.
Keep your catwhisker point clean
by rubbing with a small piece of
emery cloth occasionally.
If your crystal is exposed a film of
dust and moisture forms on the surface in time, and its sensitivity decreases. This can generally be overcome
by breaking the crystal carefully until
a new surface is exposed, or, better still,
use one of the many crystal cups 0n
the market in which the crystal is
enclosed in a glass cylinder. Do not
handle your crystal, as this puts a
minute :film of grease in its surface
and decreases its sensitivity.
Do not scrape the surface of your
crystal with a knife in an endeavour
to obtain a new surface, but carefully
break it, keeping your :fingers off the
new surface. Some of these precautions may sound trivial but, if heeded,
will help you to get results which are
just a little better than the average
and you all know the feeling of satisfaction that this gives. ·
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"I AM having a holiday at Norfolk Island," writes Mr. H. Hammond, "and
being a confirmed wireless 'bug,' have my
'box of rubbish' with me." Mr. Hammond
began operations by constructing the
famous Pl with one valve and erecting a
100ft. T aerial, 40ft. high. The result of
searching the ether on the first night was
2BL's carrier wave which was some encouragement, so the next day this experimenter went "over" his set, shortened all
wiring and soldered every joint. "The next
night 2BL came in as well as the average
crystal set receives them in Sydney. Immediately it was known that I - heard Sydney my wireless room was over-run by ·inquisitive tourists and interested islanders.
D•ring the next week I was busy logging
amateurs. This is my list: 2HM, 2RJ, 2JM,
lFJ (N.Z.), 6XI, KGO, 2FC, VIS, VHY,
GBEl. The amateurs were logged on the
one night, and, with the exception of lFJ,.
on 'phone. I also heard Mr. Crawford, the
Radio Inspector, speaking to 2JM." Mr.
Hammond intends to add a stage of radio
and an AP double filament · valve as an
audio amplilier when "these oug:b.t to
bring in something pretty good."
IN "Calls Heard" of last issue, mention
was made of a Mr. Atkins, of Dubbo,
N.S.W., who can hear 2FC on a crystal set
with two pairs of ear-'phones any night
on anything like favourable conditions.
Additional details have now come to hand
and it appears that the tuner ls a single coll,
single circuit, using galena, silicon or any

other sensitive crystal. The aerial is 28ft.
high, one end being fastened to a green
tree. The antenna consists of five wires
on about five one foot hoops. Crystal reception of this station is not confined only
to
Mr.
Atkins,
but
several
other
amateurs in the town who have learnt to
handle their sets properly have been
equally successful. As the reception conditions at Dubbo and right on through to
Bourke.are so much better than they have
been found on the Blue Mountains they
have given rise to the theory that the
"Heaveyside Layer" is acting as a reflector across the range.
-

MR.

I

LAWRENCE E. DEANE, of Lindfield, Sydney, sends details of his
station. The receiver is a single valve,
low loss, the circuit ' being a modification
of tlie Reinartz.
The aerial is a 3/2(;)
single copper wire 130ft. long and 35ft.
high. The earth is a water-pipe.
Mr.
Deane's latest list of calls heard is a very
fine one and we take this happy opportunity of publicly congratulating him.

Stations logged are as follow:-N.S.W.:
2CR, 2GQ, 2HM, 2RJ, 2SO, 2YA, 2WS, 2JS.
Vic.: 3AP, 3BD, 3BH, 3BK, 3BL, 3BM, 3BP,
3BQ, 3BU, 3CB, 3DB, 3EF, 3EM, 3EN,
3GB, 3HL, 3JH, 3JP, 3JU, 3LM, 3LS, 3OT,
3RY, 3TM, 3XF, 3XO, 3XX. Qld.: 4AN,
4AP, 4AZ, 4CM. S.A.: 5AD, 5BF, 5BG,
5CD, 5DA, 5DO, 5LO, 5WJ. Tas.: 7AA,
7AB, 7BK. N.Z.: lAA, lAK, lAO, lFF,
2AB, 2AC, 2AF, 2AO, 2AP, 2AQ, 2AR, 2AW,
2BA, 2BC, 2BL, 2BM, 2XA, 3AA, 3AD, 3AF,
3AL, 3CG, 4AA, 4AD, 4AG, 4AK, 4AP, 2BU: ,
U.S.A.: lBUX, lJS, lKC, lOW, lPL, lXB,
lXZ, lXAM, lXAV, 2BFB, 2BGI, 2CQZ,
2RK, 2XQ, 3AB, 3ADB, 3HG, 3AU, 3AUV,
3WB, 4KL, 4KU, 4OA, 4SB, 4UK, 4XE,
4YE, 5IN, 5QY, 5ZAI, 6AHP, 6AK, 6AKW,
6ALO, 6AO, 6APW, 6ARB, 6AWT, 6BUW,
6CGO, 6CN, 6CNL, 6CTO, 6EB, 6ETC, 6EW,
6UC, 6VC, SBA, 8CBP, 8PL, 9BCJ, 9CJC,
9EFZ, 9EKY, 9XI, 9ZT, WGH, KGO, 6XI,
6ASE, 6BDT, 9ZY, lABF, 6BIP, 6CCT,
6CRX, 2BRB, 5ZAV, 9AQD, 9BDW. Mexico:
BX. England: 2OD, 2NM. The following
stations have been logged, using no aerial
at all:-Aus.: 2GQ, 2HM, 3BQ, 3BD, 3JH,
3EM, 3TM, SLM, 3JU,, 3JP. N.Z.: lAA,
2AC, 2AP, 4AA, 4AG, 4AK, 2XA, lAO.
U.S.A.: 6A WT.

WHEN you have several valves in
parallel and all lit, do not take one
of them out, as this causes a rise in
filament current.
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receivers--no workmanship is finer, and it is the last
word in radio designing.
You must examine a "Burginphone'' receiver to fully
appreciate its value-it is an outstanding example of
quality, produced on principles adhered to in the manufacture of scientific instruments for many years.
You can select any "Burginphone'' equipment and look
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Amplification Without Distortion
"I

CAN hear 2FC on my set 50, 100,
500 feet from the loud-speaker.''
How often you hear this remark.
and how often the informant swells
with pride when he tells you about
it! You are invited along to hear it.
On arriving you find that he . has not
exaggerated, in fact, you hear it along
the street long before you reach the
house, biit what is the quality like
when you get inside 1 In all probability, the music or speech is almost
unintelligible. Just one huge blast.
There is a something within the hearts
of all wireless enthusiasts which
causes us to delight in getting signals
just a little louder than the other, but
now that the first novelty of broad-

beyond this; however, distortion
creeps in.
The second method, resistance
coupled, gives less amplification per
stage than the other two, but has a
straight amplification curve, that is, it
gives distortionless amplification. This
method, however, is not popular, because, on account of its low amplification it is not economical.
Now the choke coupled method
comes between these two, and is, we
think, the happy medium. It has an
amplification curve which is practically straight; gives greater amplification per stage than the resistance
coupled method. No very special apparatus is required to build it up, and

this value, however, is not critical.
These condensers can · easily be made
up of 14 sheets of tinfoil 3-½in. x lin.
separated by sheets of thin, waxed
paper. The grid condenser 5 has a .
capacity of .0003 mf. and the grid
leak 6 a resistance of two megohms.
Grid leaks 7 and 8 have a resistance
of one megohms . each. It is advisable to have these variable, if possible, or select leaks to suit the particular valves in use. The condenser
9 across the loud-speaker helps to clean
up reception and should have a capacity of .001 microfarads.
It will be seen on studying the diagram, together with the above description, that if you are using a transformer coupled set it will be quite an
'easy matter to make the necessary alterations for conversion to choke
coupling and the trial will be well
worth while. A slight reduction · in
signal strength will be noticed, but
the difference in quality will be an
agreeable surprise.

THE ISLAND SERVICE.
previous issue of Radio mention
was made of the advantages of linking up the various islands of the
Pacific, the news of the striking and
beaching of the steamer Roma being
given as a cast in point. The Government steamer Tutanekai, which took
up the running of the Roma, has returned to Auckland, and reports the
excellent results which are being obtained from the recently installed
plants at Raratonga and Niue. Typewritten copies of the news of the
world are daily posted outside the
several offices, and the doings of · the
'' All Blacks '' and Australian cricketers are followed with the utmost interest.
The Islanders, however, are
more interested in the prices of their
produce than in anything else, and
as they n ow know the day and hour
of the steamer 's arrival, they are
more than satisfied with the blessings
bestowed upon them by wireless.

IN a

Fig. 1.

easting is over we should conquer this
desire for quantity and strive for
quality. Otherwise, the years of research on the part of the radio engineers responsible for the quality of
the broadcast transmissions are ren, dered fruitless. The aim of Broadcast
Radio Engineers is ever quality, and
faithfulness of reproduction, so with
this same aim in mind let us turn to
our receiver, and more especially to
the audio frequency amplification
portion of it.
There are three methods of obtaining audio frequency amplification in
comJnon use to-day. They are:Transformer coupled; · Resistance
coupled and choke coupled. Now the .
transformer coupled method gives the
greatest amplification per stage, and
for one stage of audio frequency, amplification works quite satisfactorily;

it can be added to any ordinary valve
circuit quite simply.
Referring to Fig. 1, the left-hand
portion of which is an ordinary threecoil regenerative circuit, and in the
case of a single valve receiver, the
points xx would be the telephone terminals. Across tbese terminals, instead of the telephones, is connected
the first choke. This can be the secondary of any ordinary iron core intervalve transformer. 2 is a similar
choke, 3 and 4 are fixed condensers,
having a capacity of .01 microfarads,
'

TEL.: CITY 4429

Charles D. Maclurcan .
GONSULTING RADIO ENGINEBR
MACLURCAN & LAN!ll, IJl'D.
9-13 Brisbane Street, Sy1Ine7

HONEYCOMB coils absorb moisture,
so dry them out if they do not
perform as in the past.
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Audio Frequency Transformers
A

GREAT deal has been written
about audio frequency transformers and most of it with the idea
of getting volume from tlie loud
speaker. Volume is all r ight if the
sound is good to listen to but where
quality must be sacrificed just to get
a lot of noise, the writer, as well as
the average fan does not want volume.
' You may have tried three stages
of audio at one time or :mother and
'it was not a success. You naturally
concluded that three stages of transformer coupled audio frequency was
;n ot practicable. In most cases it is
not, but this is due to using improper
:r atio transformers.
A properly-designed amplifying transformer for
use in radiophone receiving sets
should have no marked resonance over
a band of from 50 to 5000 cycles.
With standard valves, a ratio of abcut
four should be used for obtaining the
above. When using transformers of
high ratios, it is necessary to use leaks
( high resistances) or fixed condensers
across the secondary windings or to
use a high and low ratio transformer
in the first and second step. Such arrangements cause losses and a weaker
signal.
: Where transformers of various
ratios are used it is done with the
idea of not overloading the valv~s and
to reduce distortion. A 9 to 1 ratio
may have a resonance point abemt
1200 cycles ; one of 6 to 1 may be
around 800 and one of 3 to 1 about
600 cycles. This broadens the resonance curve and cannot be compared
to the use of low ratio transformers
throughout.

Most amplifiers are noisy even
when good materials are used and in
many cases may be due to: low voltage A or B battery ; connection from
transformer to grid being too long· or
parallel to other wires ; loose connectior.ts, all connections should be soldered; improper wiring or arrangement of parts; high resistance B battery ; cheap transformers and open
transformer windings.
,The remedy fr~· the aboye is to keep
both A and B batterie.;: fully charged.
If you use dry B batteries, when they
get low, you must replace them with
new ones if you expect good results.
The connection -from the grid of the
valve to the transformer should be as
short and direct as possible.
It is
sometimes . necessary to place the
transformer sideways or at an angle
but the main idea is to get the lead
short and away from other leads.
Loose connections mean both weak
signals and noise. In a great many
cases, ''static'' is nothing more than
poor connections. When you disconnect the aerial and ground and still
hear ''static,'' it is a loose or corroded connection. A good place to
look is the positive A battery. Jacks
very often do not make a perfect
contact, but a fine file or piece of
sandpaper drawn between the contacts will clean them quickly. Every
connection on your set should be soldered if at all possible. No matter
how tight you make them at first,
somehow or other they work loose.
Wires should be run as direct as possible and not all over the cabinet. The
grid return from the transformer

should go to the negative A battery
and not the filament. The rheostat
should be between the filament and
grid return lead. If a "C" battery
is used, the grid return should go to
the negative C. It is best t o use lower
voltages on the first valve and higher
on the others, such as 67 ½ on the first
stage; 90 on the second, and 110 or
135 on the last, with corresponding
"C" battery· voltage from 1½ to 12.

AMATEUR STATION IS INSTALLED AT SHOW.
ONE •f the prominent attractions at
the Chicago Radio Show, held at
the Chicago Coliseum, was the exhibit given by E. T. Flewelling, of
amateur station 9XBG, who set up his
station for broadcasting and handling
messages for visitors.
The most unique feature of the
experimental station was the fact that
the entire equipment, from the current supply to the ,mtenna and counter;wise, was located entirely in the
building. The trai:;0mitter was a 100
watt set, broadcasting on 80 metres,
and operated entirely, from power
supplied from storage batteries.
Special permission was secured
from E. A. Beane, · Supervisor of
Radio for the Ninth District, to permit broadcast on the short waves.
Musical programmes were given by·
Mr. Flewelling
two entertainers.
was assisted in the operation of the
set by members of the Radio Traffic
Association,
affiliated
with the
A.R.R.L.
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2FC
BROADCASTING

TIMES.

S,-dne7 Mean Time.
CALL SIGN 2FC, SYDNEY.
Wave Length: 1100 metres.
Power: 5 kilowatts.
Midday Session:
12. 55 The Chimes of 2FC.
12.58 Time Signals from Farme,r' s ?.-laster
Clock.
1.0 Coa-stal
Farmers'
Market reports,
Stock Exchange inforID:atign, Weather information, "Sydney .Morning
Herald" news service, Reuter's and
Australian Press Association cables,
"Evening News" midday news seir-

vice.

1.30 Close down.
Educational Session:
3.0 The special Education Session, which
has been arranged by the N . 8. \\ .
Department of · Education, will be
held on Mondays , Tuesdays, WedneEidays , and Tbur5:days of each
week. Friday, Musical Pnlgramme
from 3 p. m . to 3.46 p.m.
3.3 Tile_Chj_m es of 2FC.
3.50 Musical Programme.
Afternoon Steck Exchange information,
late Weather information, "Evening
News" afternoon news service.
4.0 Close down.
Early Evening Session:
6.30 The Chimes of 2FC.
6.33 Children's Hour.
7.10 Dalgety's Market reports (wool, wheat,
stock), fruit and vegetable markets,
late Stock Exchange information,
Weather News, Shippings News, late
"Evec.ing
News"
news
service,
Reuter's and Australian Press Association cables.
7.20 Close down.

NIGHT SESSION:
7.55 The Chimes of 2FC.
8.0 Musical Programme.
The evening entertainment broadcast
from Station 2FC is varied and includes Theatrical transmissions t'rom
the Theatre Royal, Her Majesty's
Theatre, The Criterion TheaJre, The
-Palace Theatre, The Tivoli Theatre,.
Haymarket Theatre and the Prince
Edward Theatre.
Jazz music provided by the Wentworth
Orchestra is also broadcast direct,
and high-class musical entertainments provided at tile Studios of
2FC, in which, Sydney's . leading
artists particil,'late, are_ also features
of the programme.
SATURDAY: Midday, early evening
and evening sessions ae on week
days, afternoon session as follows :3.15 The Chimes of 2FC.
3.18 to 3.45 : Late Sporting information.
3.45 Close down.
SUNDAY : No ·midday, afternoon or
early evening session. Church Services t'rom one of several Churches,
commellcing at hour appointv,d for
Divine Service, according to
the
Church, and variei;l by some Sacred
Concert from the Studio of l?FC.
10.0 Close down.

6WF

3LO

BROADCASTING TIMES.

:BROADCASTING TIMES,
Melb,1ume Mean Time.
Wave Length : 1720 metres.

Perth Mean Time.
Wan Leneth : lllliO matrie.
Midday Session:
12.30 Tune In to gramophone.
12.35 Market Reporta of Tba Wastrallan
Farmera, Limited.
12.38 News Service.
12.42 Weather Reports.
12.44 Gramophone Item,.
1.0 Time Signal.
1.1 l
to
~
Gramophone and Pian~la.
1.30 j
1.31 Clo•e down.
Afternoon Session:

8.10
to

l

~

11 Billy
6.30 Children' s
Hour ;
Bunny"
Stories.
"Argus" and "H~rald" News Service,
Renter's and the Australian Press
Association Cables.

7.0

Theatrical Items,
Lectu r es,
and instrumen.tal items. '

Vocal

TUESDAY llIGHT.
Carlyon'• (St. Kilda) Dance Orchestra.

EVENING SESSION:
Entertainment.

SATURDAY:
Midday Session :

J

Monday :

SATUltDAY:
Midday Session:
12.0 Tune in to Gramophone.
12.5 Marke,t Reports of The
·Farm.era' · Ltd.
12.10 News Service.
12.11\ Weather Report.
12.16 Gramopbone and Pianola.
· 1.0 Time Signal.
1.1 Close down.

3.30 Musical programme.
4.45 "Argus" and "Herald" News Service.

8.0

See list hereunder.
8. 10,
Lecture;
8.45,
Wesfarmers' Orchestra.
Tuesday:
8.10, Professional Concert.
Wednesday: . 8.10, Theatre or Hall Broadcasting.
8.10, Profesa!onal Concert.
Tlmrsda7:
Friday:
8.10,
Concert E-rening and
Lecture.
·sunday :
7 .29, Church SerTiee.
Saturday:
8.15, Westarmers' Stu<lio Orchestra.

-

Afternoon Session :

Evening Session :

Earl:, E-ranins Besalon:
Tune in to Gramophone.
Bedtime Stories .
Market Report.
Weather Report.
Time Signal.
News Cables.

12.55 Time Signals. '"'Argus" and "Herald' '
News Service, Reuter's and the
Australian Press A~sociation Cables.

Early Evening Session:

3.30 Tune in to Pianola.
3.35 l Special
programme,
comprising
to
t Talks, Gramophone, Pianola, Wes4.0 J tralian Farmers' Studio Orchestra.
4.1 Close down.

7 .5
7.10
7.45
7.57
8.0
8.1

M01'JJAY TO FRIDAY :

Midday Session:

Westrallan

Early Evening Session:
7.5 Tune in to Gramophone.
7.10 Bedtime Storieo.
7.45 Market . Reports.
7 .57 Weather Report.

-EVenillg ·session:
8.0 Time Signal.
8.2 News Cables. .
.
8.15 Wesfarmers' Studio Orebestra.

12.M Time Signals. "Argus" and "Herald' '
News S'ervlce, Reuter's and the
Australian Press Association Cables.

Afternoon Session :
S.15 Musical programme.
-4.0 "Herald" News Service. Results of
Races and other sporting
events
broadcasted immediately details received.

Early Evening Session:
G.30 Children' s
Hour;
"Billy
Bunuy"
Stories .
7.0 "Argue" and "Herald" NeWs Senice,
Final Sporting Results.
8.0 Vocal and Instrumental Coacerts.
SUNDAY :
Afternoon Session:
3.8 Pleasa11.t Sunday Afternoon
from Wesley Church.
E a rly Evening Session:
6.30 Children's
Hour;
"Billy
S'torles.
7.0 Church Service.
Eveni,og Session :
8.30 Concerts from the Studio.

Se"lces
Bunn]'"
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WHILE intercepting recent test
transmissions from Australia to
England, the Rabaul commercial
wireless station picked up NOZ
(Nauen) on 75 metres CW and telephony. The former was of perfect
tone and excellent strength, but the

2BL
BROADCASTING TIMES.
Sydney Kean Time.
Wa..-e Length: 350 metre,.
Midday Session.
12
to
2 p.m.

l
}
J

Musical Progl'.ftmme, with New1
Reports eupplled b7 "Tbe
Guardian, "

Afternoon Session.
3

to
5

l
}

J

Musical Programme, with
Reports supplied b7
Guardian."

New1
"The

Early Evening Session,
7 Nursery Rhymea and Bedtime Storlee.
7.45. Pitt, Son I & Badi:ery Stock Ex-

change Reporte.
Night Session,
8 Nightly Concert.

EVENING

ENTERTAINMENT,

Monday:

HJnzz" night, with vocal items
from the Studio.
Tuesday:
Clasaical Studio Concert.
Wednesday : Dance Nli;ht,
Thursday:
Broadcasters' Popular Concert.
Friday:
"Jazz" night, with popular
ltem1 from the Stndlo,
Saturday:
Popular Concert.
Sunday :
Classical and Opera tic Concert,

latter was rather difficult to receive,
owing to severe atmospherics. The
transmissions, as stated by POZ, were
for three mornings only and lasted
from 3 a.m. to 6.15 a.m., Sydney mean
time. The distance from Nauen to
Rabaul is approximately 9,000 miles.
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ACCORDING to the San Francisco
correspondent ·Of a Queensland
daily '' radio incompatability" has
made its debut as a ground for
divorce in the States. The storv is
that the parties concerned, who· are
of the respective ages of 19 and 25,
were married about a year ago and
lived happily until a radio receiving
set entered the home when, as is more
often the case on the appearance of
Poverty, love flew out of the window.
It appears that the lady in the case
was a confirmed ''movie-goer,'' while
the husband viewed such a pastime
with cold contempt.
On the night
after the first discordant scene it was
decided that the pair go to the moving pictures. When Mrs. - - was
dressed and ready to set forth, she
found her husband still in his shirt
sleeves and listening-in. As a means
of hurrying him up she promptly disconnected the set, with the result that
her worse half .immediately declined
to escort her to the pre-arranged place
of entertainment. Whereupon, as is
Woman's way, she determined to have
the last word-even between herself
and the loud-speaker-for her answer
was to snap a wire, thus concluding
the wireless concert. It is reported
that the husband won the first legal
engagement in the New York courts
but we have no doubt that more will
be heard of the matter.
IN order to demonstrat.:i the value
of amateur radio for forwarding
news despatches in times of emergency, when communication by wire
is cut off, sixty-eight messages addressed to as many newspapers were
started recently from New York City
over the routes of the American Radio
Relay League.

-QUALITY ·1N

RA DI 0

£7/10/33/6

'l5/ -

DURHAM Variable Grid
Factory
Representatives:

3AR
BROADCASTING TIMES.
l'ltellJourne Mean Time.
Wave-length: 480 metres.
MONDAY TO SATURDAY,

Kormng Session:
11.0 Musical Items : .
ll.45 Weather Report, Stock Exchange In1%.8

formation .
Time Signal,

Close

Dow·n .

Af.t ernoon Session:
3.0 Musical Item•.
3.30 Weather Report, · Afternoon .Stock Exchange News.
4.0 Time Signal, Close Down.
EVENING l'ROGRAMME,
7.0 Children's Corner, by "Uncle Rad."
7.35 Closing Stock Exchange News.
7.45 Weather and latest Market Reports.
News Bulletin.
8.0 Vocal and Instrumental C-oncerts .
16.0 Close down.
SUNDAY,
After:noe:n Session:
- 3 · to -4 ..Mns!cal Items.
EVENlliCJ l'ROGRAMME,
7.0 Cllildren'a Corner, by "Uncle Rad.."
7.30 Vocal and Inatrumental Items (Church
Services announced).
9.30 Close down.

and delivered to The Boston Post
read : '' Thanksgiving greetings from
the North American Newspaper Alliance via American Radio Relay
League.
Here is an example how
amateur radio can serve you when
communication lines fail."

APPARATUS

STROMBERG-CARLSON40/-

Radio Head Set, 2-A
Loud Speaker, 1-A, with Cord and Plug ..
Transformer Audio, 3-A ..
Transmitter, 7-L ..
Radio J"acks, Plugs, etc.

Thei;e messages were addressed to
the member papers of the North American Newspaper Alliance, whose
subscribers are distributed all over
the United States and Canada.
One of the messages received by
T. E. Graves, of Cambridge, Mass.,

JEWELL
Radio Measuring Instruments, built for accuracy and to
last.

A-B Battery Testers, R. F . Meters, Wave Meters,

Valve Tester, Grid Leak Tester, etc.
Leak, 2 to 10 Megs., 4/6.

L. P. R. BEAN & CO. LTD., 229 Castlereagh Street, Sydney

Melbom1 e: H. G. S'.\l'.ALL & CO., 300 P.O. Pince.
Brisbane: S. H. SMITH, 299 Adelaide Street.
Adelaide: CHAS. ATKINS & CO., LTD., 90
Curr:e Street,
Perth: '1'. MUIR & CO., · 99 William Street.
Hobart: J. coorER, 00 Harrington Street.
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FOILED BY WIRELESS.
BROADCASTING LECTURETTES,
WIRELESS played the chief part in THE broadcasting of lecturettes was
bringing to justice three Samoan
instituted at 1YA recently, when
desperadoes who were wanted from Mr. W. Foster, M.A., of the Auckland
Apia (Samoa) on a charge of stealing College and Grammar School staff,
the fifteen-ton ketch, Fetu Ao, other- spoke for fifteen minutes on correct
The subject
wise designated Morning Star. The French pronunciation.
boat was taken in the dead of night, can hardly be called a popular one,
and had already been provisioned for and it would have perhaps been more
an extended Island cruise. Besides to the point had the speaker given a
being amply supplied with all manner fifteen minutes discourse on the ' ' All
of eatables, there was the sum of £100 Blacks'' match, whether he gave it in
locked in the safe of the ketch. The French or in English. Probably the
party got well away but Samoa was former language does not contain sufsoon up in arms and right through ficiently strong adjectives ·to adethe Pacific · the alarm by wireless quately describe a tightly-packed
"rang" an accurate description of the ''scrum''!
ketch being given. A month sped by
but no word came to hand concerning
the missing vessel. But one day a
SHIP'S ORCHESTRA
wireless communication was received
BROADCAST.
from Tonga to the effect that the three
A
''SHIP'S
orchestra repeater,'' dehalf-castes and their boat had arrived,
signed to enable music played in
and that the natives were having a
lively time on the £100 in their pos- the saloon to be hearil. in other parts
session.
The natives were tried at of the ship, has been developed by the
Samoa and each of them received a Marconi Company. The installation
sentence of five years' imprisonment. comprises the Marconiphone, which

has achieved popular fame in connection with most of the stations of the
British Broadc~sting Company, and
the Marconi loud-speaker, which has
been widely used recently in connection with large gatherings throughout
England, including the closing ceremony of the British Empire Exhibition when the Prince of Wales ' speech
was made audible to the vast audience
in the Stadium.
The quality of reproduction is such
that it is possible to give an exact
imitation of an orchestra both in· regard to the volume of sound and
musical quality. Orchestral music
can be rep'e ated in any part of the
ship-in the dining saloons, on deck,
or in the crew's accommodation, and
it will be especially popular as a
means of providing dancing on various decks.
It will not only be available for the
reproduction of music, but can also
be used for lectures, concerts, or any
other purpose for which simultaneous
hearing might be useful on board
ship.
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CRYSTAL SETS.
·They mean hours of ·exalted joy, not only during Xmas
but throughout the whole year.
Guarariteed Braybrook
Wave Length (20 mile radius) , and complete with one pair
of H('adph0nes, aerial wire and insulators .
Will cnrry
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£g/g/ASTROPHONE CRYSTAL .SETS.

'I'ti~ De. Luxe ~odel is in velvet-lined case, with pa tent
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":111 fit m your suit case for the holiday·s . Fitted with
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For . . . . • . . •
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The first ship to be fitted with this
installation is the C.P.R. liner Montclare, running between Liverpool and
Canada.

NEW ZEALAND WIRELESS.
INSTITUTE.
THE New Year promises to see the
New Zealand Wirel1ess Institute
established in Christchurch on a
sound basis, and good promises of
support are coming in from all sides.
The body in question follows much
on the lines of similar organisations
in .America and other places, and will
do much to secure the recognition 0f
wireless claims throughout the Dominion. The Government is mo:,t sy!npathetic towards the movement and
has promised to assist it in every possible way.
4AA ACTIVE.
F. D. BELL, 4.A.A (Waihemo),
recently received a message from
the United States .Airship Shenandoah, the first foreign aircraft to be
heard in New Zealand. The messqges
re'ferred in appreciative terms to the

MR.

..RADIO"
excellent services rendered by 4-A.A
during the ship's flight across the
Continent, a-nd the hope was expressed that the same help would be forthcoming on the return trip.
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Neutrodyne, which he purchased
complete with all accessories. Just
before sailing Mr. Ludwig sent the
following letter to the New York
store where he made his purchase:ZR3, New York City.
October 27, 1924.

A . TESTIMONIAL.
ONE .American radio receiver will
fill a German home with music as
a direct result of the epoch-making
flight of the ZR3. Hans R. Ludwig,
wireless operator of the gigantic
dirigible, whose work contributed
greatly to the success of the flight,
is the proud owner of . the set. He
has sailed with it on the steamer
M uenchen for Bremen.
During his
brief stay in .America, Mr. Ludwig
broke away from the strenuous
schedule of entertainment as frequently as possible, so that he could
visit radio stores, and get demonstrations of receivers. Everywhere
he went his unique uniform cap,
with its badge of a silver airship
streaming through a letter .Z, gave
him away, and made his task easier.
His final choice was a five-t11be

Gentlemen :
Since my arrival from Germany
on the airship ZR-3, I have spent much ·
time studying the progress of Radio in ·
the United States. I have been greatly
impressed with American-made receiving
sets, and especially with their advancement in the last few years.
The chief purpose of this letter is to
tell you that, after careful study of : the
market, I have bought from your Radio
Department a Stromberg Carlson Neutrodyne Receiver and Loud-speaker, to
take back to Germany with me. It is
the finest equipment that I have ever
seen.
Very truly yours,
(Signed) HANS R. LUDWIG,
Radio Operator of the ZR-3.
0

.As the German broadcast stations .
operate on wave-lengths above a
thousand meters, Mr. Ludwig is convinced that he will be able to get
most of the .American concerts in
Germany on his .American receiver.

Over Twenty Standard Sizes of "RADION"
m.=====,;==TTTl\;,.,--Y,-,-;;-fA
Panels Ready F,or Use
The convenience of Radion Panels is an important consideration.
Radion Panels are made in 20 different stock sizes, each panel packed
in an individual envelope printed with full instructions for mounting.
This means you can buy just the size panel you want and there will be
no additional charge for cutting to size.
Radion offers the set builder maximum insulation. It is made expressly for radio and far excels any other material in every required
characteristic. In addition, Radion is easily worked and is truly
beautiful in appearance. In cost it is more economical than any other
material and will prove to be far more efficient in every way.
Insist upon genuine Radion Panels and Parts (dials, knobs, sockets,
insulators, etc.). Inferior material cannot possibly give you the same
satisfactory results. Look for the name on every piece, it is your assurance of complete satisfaction.

International Radio Co., Ltd.
200 Castlereagh St.
Sydney, N . S. W.

K•tloa "&a.U." wllea <0mm1111ieat1Ds 11'1th ..ldnrU-.

91-92 Courtenay Pl.
Wellington, N. z.
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-A- Multi-Valve Radio Frequency Amplifier

"RADIO"

planation is necessary to show that
efficient - rectification is obtainable
only when the applied signals are reasonably strong, and this is an important fact not lost sight of by the inventor of the circuit arrangement
described. ·
·

BELOW we give a description of a multi-valve receiver in which is combined the principles of Transformer,
Capacity, and Resistance methods of coupling valves in cascade for amplification purposes.
The limitations
of amplifiers employing the Tuned Anode or Tuned Transformer methods of coupling, particularly in respect of the
number of stages which may efficiently be utilised, are well-known and the object of .t his article is to describe a
system in which seven or more valves may be employed in cascade without affecting the stability of operation of the
system.

- ------ T

I

By G. Apperley.
·

N

a · previous article we
pointed out the advantage
of imposing only one function on a receiving valve.
By this means, especially when several valves are employed in
cascade, stability of operation is possible.
Also the valves for various
purposes should be carefully selected.
For instance, there are several wellknown makes designed specially as
amplifiers, whilst others are designed
to possess characteristics particularly
suitable for rectification purposes.

In com~on with crystal and. ether
rectifiers, the thermionic valve is disproportionately insensitive to very
weak signals and to illustrate this
point the reader is referred to Fig. 1.
, The charactedstic of an average
rectifying _valve being plate current
plotted against grid volts, is shown by
the curve a. If an alternating electromotive force A of small amplitude
is applied to the grid, the effective
current in the plate circuit (which is
tbe difference between the currents
due to the two half cycles as denoted

J,

_J.

by al and a2) is practically zero. In
fact, if the applied E.M.F. is very
weak, the signals are practically not
rectified at all. If, however, a strong
alternating E.M.F. B, is impressed on
the grid, the effective current bl b2
in the plate circuit, is considerable.
For the sake of simplicity we have
taken the difference of the peak values
of the plate current as representing
the magnitude of the rectified current
but this is not strictly correct since
it is proportional to the mean increase
of the plate current. No further ex-

. _I ____ , ~ __ I
0 1

·~- --"i'~-_··- ___,.- -

-~--=-

I

Fig. 1.

Another most important point is
the way in which advantage is taken
of the characteristic curve of a valve
for amplification purposes. To illustrate this, a curve similar to that
shown in Fig. 1 is reproduced in Fig.
2. If an alternating E.M.F. of given

amplitude is applied at a certain grid
potential X, the change of current in
the plate circuit rerresented by al a2
is comparatively small, and, owing to
the unsymmetrical form of the curve
at this point, a certain amount of rectification occurs.
If, however, the same E.M.F. is
applied at a grid potential Y, the
change~ plate current as represented
by bl, b2 is considerable and in virtue
of the symmetrical form of the curve
about this point, the variation of plate
current is an exact reproduction of
the variation of the applied E.M.F.
and, moreover, no rectification occurs.
To take full advantage of these two
effects, the reception of weak signals
is best made by amplification before
rectification, that is to say, by the use
of a high frequency amplifier.
In practice there are certain limitations to the degree to which the
magnification of high frequency oscilations can be usefully carried by
tuned plate methods, the principal of
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which is the tendency of the valves to
generate persistent oscillations; also
beyond two or three stages, considerable difficulty is experienced in making accurate adjustments and maintaining the system stable.
Another

11,

_L

Fig. 2.

limitation is the time and trouble involved in changing the adjustment
from one wave-length to another.
These disadvantages have been
practically removed in a multi-valve
amplifier due to H. J. Rom1d, of Eng~
land, Australian Patent No. 15162/20.

Read1on
Co,/._

Pictorial diagram of the Radio Frequency Multi-valv!' Receiver and Amplifier herewith described. Details of component par~lare as follow:-Aerial Circuit: Series Parallel Switch-Aerial Tuning Condenser (Variable .001 m.f.d.)-Aerial Coil._ . Secondary
Circuit: Secondary Condenser (Variable ·.0002-.0005 m.f.d.)-Secondary Inductance Coil. Amplifier: Four Resistance lnductiW Transformers; Four Coupling Condensers for ditto; F,ta 1, 2, 3, and 4, V24 Valves; D5, QX V_alve; LA6 ":nd 7, Amplifying Valves;
P, 250 ohms Potentiometer; F, Filament Resistance; C, Choke Coil (5 henries); E, Fixed Condenser (2 mfds.); Two Audio fr\ency Transformers; One By-pass .001 m.f.d. Fixed Condenser; One Single-pole One-way Switch; One Six-volt Accumulator; One
100-volt High Tension Battery; one 1 Volt Grid Bias Battery; One Loud-speaker.
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By combining the resonance effect of
a tuned plate amplifier with the characteristic of a resistance-capacity amplifier a very wide range of sustained
amplification is obtained without any
adjustments excepting to the receiving tuner. By this method, as many
as ten to fourteen valves may be usefully employed in cascade. The valves
are coupled by specially constructed
intervalve transformers having high
resistance inductive windings and hy
carefully designing these to give an
element of resonance at any desired
wave-length, good amplification is
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more valves the curve of the semiaperiodic amplifier can be made equal
in amplitude. The great advantage

WAVELENGTH

Fig 3.

of the latter, however, lies in the fact
that a remarkably wide range
good
amplification can be covered without

of

core transformers and to give good
amplification over a band of wavelength of from about 300 to 1700
metres they should be wound to have
an element of resonance at about 700
or 800 metres.
The transformers can be readily
constructed by winding on an ebonite
or other insulat ing former l i in. in
diameter by about 2-½in. long, two
layers of 48 gauge double silkcovered Eureka wire, each layer
having about 500 turns.
Each
winding should be separated by a
layer of paraffin paper about four or

Fig. 4.-Circuit diagram of the Radio Frequency Multi-valve Receiver.

obtainable over a considerable range
on either side.
The relative performance of a semi~
aperiodic amplifier of this type, a
tuned amplifier set to one waVf'length, and a resistance amplifier is
illustrated in Fig. 3.
The tuned
amplifier would appear to have an advantage, inasmuch as greater amplification can apparently be obtained
with it, but by the addition of one or

any difficult tuning adjustments such
as are required by a tuned amplifier.
A seven-valve amplifier constructed
on the semi-aperiodic principle is
shown diagramatically in Fig. 4. The
first four valves RAl-2-3- and 4 function as radio frequency amplifiers,
whilst valve D5 is the rectifier and
LA6 and 7 are audio frequency amplifiers. The first four are coupled by
means of high resistance inductive air

:five mils thick. The resistance of each .
winding will be in the proximity of
20,000 ohms. Resistance wire of this
gauge is, of course, very fragile and
connections to the transformer should
be made by means of brass terminal
lugs to which the resistance wire is
soldered.
Connection may then be
made without the fear of damaging
the winding.
The coupling condensers for bridg-

Wireless Receiving Sets · Made to Order
I am prepared to make sets of any
design, either complete or parts only.

VICTOR MARKS' Radio House
BEAMISH STREET, CAMPSIE.
Hentlon "Radio" when co11. munlcatinc with Advertisers.
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ing the plate-grid terminals of the
transformers should consist of ten
sheets of copper or tinfoil about 1½
mils thick, ~in. x l ½in. interwoven
with mica sheets 2 mils thick ¾in. x
l ¼in. area, each condenser being
clamped between two ebonite or other
insulated blocks. It is preferable to
use copper foil sheets in the construction of the condensers because of the
relative ease with which soldered connections can be made to the two sets
of plates. The iron core transformers
coupling the audio frequency valves
to the detecting valve may be of any
approved type.
The filament resistance '' F'' is common to all valves,
but should valves having different
filament consumption rating be used
separate lighting batteries and rheostats should be employed. The potentiometer P is for adjusting the grid
potential of the radio frequency amplifying valves to the best position on
their characteristic curve, whilst for
the same purpose a bias battery is included in the grid circuit of the low
frequency amplifiers.
In order to prevent the constant
direct current of the plate circuit of
the last valve from passing through
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the loud-speaker windings a combination of a choke coil C and condenser
E is used. The choke coil should have
an inductance I value of about five
henries and the condenser about two
microfarads.
Tappings on the high tension battery should be provided for applying
the best potentials to the respective
sets of valves.
The tuning element may be constructed in any approved manner and
for the purpose of taking advantage.
of regeneration or auto-heterodyne
for continuous wave reception a reaction coil may be included in the
grid circuit of the rectifying valve
and coupled to the secondary winding
of the tuner. The tuning arrangement shown may be constructed with
standard honeycomb coils, and if it is
desired to use a single circuit, the grid
and filament of the first valve can be
connected to the points A and B and
the reaction coil coupled to the aerial
inductance.
The range of wave-lengths obtainable with standard honeycomb c@ils
and condensers has previously been
published in Radio. If it is desired
to use less than seven valves one or

~

( Conti nued on pag e 716;)

I
Wireless-

THE NAME TO KNOW IN RADIO IS-

.W ILES Wonderlul
384 PITT STREET

more of the high frequ ency amplifiers
can be cut out of circuit by connecting the lead S direct to the grid of any
valve of the series whilst one or both
of the audio frequ'ency amplifiers can
be removed from the circuit by connecting the loud-speaker into the
plate circuit of the detector or the
firtit low frequency amplifying valve.
. To ren~er the system more stable
m operat10n and to eliminate the
effects of body capacity of the operator the whole instrument should be
enclosed in a metallic screening case,
the front of which is hinged so as to
provide access t o the valves and provided with slots, so that the filament
and pot ent iometer r esistance handles
can be adjusted when the lid is closed.
The screening box itself should be
metallicly conn ected to the negative
terminal of the low tension battery.
It is preferable to use in the h igh
frequency amplifier section valves having the lowest possible internal capacity. A valve very suitable for this
purpose is the type V24. The rectif ying valve D5 should, of course, possess a characteristic suitable for the
purpose, whilst the low frequency am-

23 PITI STREET

56-58 GOULBURN STREET

(NEAR _GOULBURN ST.)

(1 DOOR FROM PITT ST.)

(NEAR CIRCULAR QUAY)

CONSTRUCT YOUR OWN BROADCAST RECEIVING SET.
Building Instructions with each order; ·

We supply complete

Complete parts, including Cabinet and accessories other than Headphones, Loud Speaker and
Aerial Equipment.
.

.

I-VALVE, £6/ 18/1; 2-VALVE, £10/ 12/ 10/-; -3-VALVE, £14/ 7/ l; 4-VALVE, £19/ 10/ AERIAL WIRE·
·

-

INSULATORS:

•

1\- Bare Copper, 2/ 3 100 ft.; 3/ 20 Bare Copper, 2/ 6 100 ft. ;

n

" Navy" Non - Corrosive, 2/ 6 100 ft.;
3/ 20 "Na.vy" Non-Corrosive, 2/ 9 100 ft. ; Heavily Insulated Lead in Wire, 2d., 3d., 4d. ya rd.
-~

.

'

Best Qualit)i Eng,lish White Strain, 8d.; Small Shell, 5d., large' 8d.; Reel, 4d., Egg, '4d. each. '

·•1

Complete Stocks of CRYSTALS, HEADPHONES, LOUD SPEAKERS, TRANSFORMERS AND ,'ALL- ACCESSORIES.
Send for Price List R5.

Established 20 ye~rs.

MAIL ORDER DEPT.: 60 GOULBURN STREET, SYDNEY.
:rri;ention ."Radio" .when .cop.municating with Advertisers ..
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detector and want to
hear signals and speech
louder and clearer than
you ever have before
you should buy

•

Sacrystal
is n o t an ordinary
detector mineral ; i t
needs care and intelligent handling, but the
r e s u l t s from such
attention will ·r epay
you a hundredfold.

Sacrystal

~

FOR THE

~ WIRELESS BOOKSHELF.~

( Continued from page 696. )

Sacrystal.

gives the very best results with any metallic
springy contact when
the point is flat or
b I u n t, a n d, o n c e
secured, adjustment 1s
permanent.

~

VJZ

If you use a crystal

Roviana, Solomon Islands, described
in a previous issue of Radio, while
telephony tests resulted in "speeching" both ·ways between Bita Paka
and Townsville, over a distance of
1,000 miles.
Bita Paka carries a staff of ten
white men and thirty natives, and
traffic with Rabaul is carried by
Morse line. Malaria more or less infects the whole staff, but not in a
very severe form, as all precautions
against mosquitoes ar·e taken with
good results. Operators on the outpost stations are not so fortunate in
this respect.
The staff find much
pleasure indulging in tennis, cricket,
and horse-racing.
Tropical life is
more congenial than most people
imagine!
Australian and New Zealand experimenters have, during r ecent
months, heard 2ME testing on short
waves to VJZ (Bita Paka), and many
experimenters were heard between
tests including :-Aust.: 2CM, 2BK,
3BQ, 3BD ; N.Z.: 2AC, 2AP, 4AA,
4AG, 4AK, and many others unlogged.

~

Electrons, Electric ~
~ Waves, and Wireless ~
~
Telephony
~

~

J. A . FLEMING,B~.A., D.Sc., F.R.S.

~ IF

n ATION OF HOW WIRELESS n
LJ TELEPHONY WORKS AND U
n OF THE PRODUCTION OF n
WAVES, YOU U
o CANNOT HAVE A BETTER
AUTHORITY THAN THIS
U BOOK - by Dr. Fleming - LJ
o THE INVENTOR OF THE o
0 THERMIONIC VALVE, 0
~ WHICH MADE WIRELESS
TELEPHONY POSSIBLE.
~
0

LJ ELECTRIC

n

~

~ -

0

GREEN & NORTON

n

n

n
LJ
n
LJ

FOR SERVICE

~

o BUT THOROUGH EXPLAN- o

o
~

Telephone: 1180 City.

YOU WANT A SIMPLE

~

0

Surface WavesCa~::~v::::uction; Waves ~O
in Air ; The Architecture of Atoms; Electromai:net!c Fields, Forces &nd Radiation ; The
Production and Detection of Long Electrlo 0
Waves ; Telephony and Speech Tra.nsmlsslon; ~
The Principles of Wireless Tellphony.
.
Only the heiidings of chapters are giv en here,
space being i nsufficient for the complete ltst 0/ 0
contents, which consist~ of 42 sub-headings. ~

(Formerly the Rapid Freight Despatch Co.)

Buy a piece to-night at your

Wireless Dealers, but be sure
_th• ,. contairier

is · stamped

SACRYSTAL.

~ Price 9/- Postage 6d. ~

CUSTOMS, SHIPPING &
FORWARDING AGENTS,
Broughton House,
49A King St., SYDNEY.

nu
O

Retailed at 1/6 a box
from all Radio dealers or from

QUERIES ANSWERED.
COUPON.

Miss P. SACHS,

"RADIO

Knox Street, Randwick, N.S.W.

m

'Phone: R'wlck 580.

Australia & New Zealand."

I n~
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D
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Obtainable from
ALL BOOKSELLERS,

o

or
:~:~S;re!,RESS,
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n
U

"Gloucester . House."
44 Market Street,
MELBOURNE.
Australasia Chambers,
WELLr'NGTON, N.Z.

~
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.

~
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Tuned or Un-tuned Primary
IN an effort to make receiving sets
simple, enthusiasts have turned to
the un-tuned primary as a means of
getting away from another control.
They got this idea from the dyed in
the wool amateur who is always experimenting, and while the aperiodic
primary is all right for the amateurs,
it is not so good for the broadcast
listener.
For short wave-lengths the un-tuned
primary has been found to be good,
but when it comes to the longer wavelengths, as used by broadcasting stations, experience has shown it is not so
good. Not that it will not bring in
stations, but the tuned primary will
bring them in better.
. .
Figure 1 shows the usual method
of using the untuned primary, while
figure 2 shows how this same circuit
is changed to a tuned primary by the
addition of coil of wire and a variable
condenser. The coil may be one of
60 turns tapped every 15 turns, and
the variable condenser one of .0005
microfarad capacity.
Stations may be tuned in, in the
regular manner as though the extra
coil were not used, and then after the
signal has been brought in, the primary should be adjusted for maximum
signal strength. You may then require a finer adjustment on the secondary circuit, whether you are using
a variometer or a variable condenser,
and probably regeneration cari be increased by moving the tickler coil or
plate variometer, whichever method is
used.

Speaking about regeneration. There
are several ways this may be obtained,
such as the ultra-audion; tickler and
plate variometer. Either one will obtain it. With the ultra-audion method
regeneration is controlled by the filament rheostat. The tickler controls
it by coupling to the secondary circuit and the plate variometer by tuning that circuit to the incoming frequency.
The variometer gives the
best control of regeneration but it

POOR insulation is sometimes the
cause of poor signal strength.
A V ARIOMETER and a variable
. condenser make a simple receiving set.
ro Dekcfor.

7fiG.J
makes your set bulky. The ultraaudion method is the simplest.
Some beginners think that if they
combine two or all three of the methods, they ought to obtain better signal strength and greater distance but
a valve will oscillate if any one of
the three methods is used and adding
any of them only makes more controls and a bulky set without adding
to its efficiency. If your set will not
oscillate using any one of these methods, there is something wrong with
your set and you might as well tear it
down and start the job over again.

3LO
GENERAL satisfaction is being expressed by broadcast listeners at
the recent improvements to Braybrook's transmissions, the quality of
both · the modulation and nature of
programmes having improved considerably.
The broadcasting of the
full performance of ''The Merry
Widow" from His Majesty's Theatre
was regarded as being thr . -,earest

Trying to improve a defective set b.Y
the addition of other apparatus 1s
poor policy.
Getting back to the tuned primary.
Wb.en the loading coil is put in, be
sure and keep it away from the other
coils and if near them have them at
right angles to one another.
This
may b~ very easily done by inserting
the coil and condenser in the ground
lead of your present set.

thing to perfect broadcasting ·ever
heard in Victoria.
Another · improvement in the dissemination of. news is announced by
the proprietors of 3LO, who state that
in future progress results of sporting
events will be broadcast every half
hour, a f eature that will be greatly
appreciated by listeners-in generally,
particularly those in country districts.
'"le11tlcm "Radio" when ceiJmunicating with Advertisers.

COMPLETE!

" Standard "

VALVE SETS
Made by David Jones'.
David Jones' standard Valve
Sets are supplied complete
with 6V accumulators, valves,
phones, coils and. all accessories-in Rosewood finished
Cabinets.
1 - Valve
Set
(Illustrated
above.
Price, complete . . £ 15/ 10/ ·
2-Valve Set as above, £ 19/ 10/ ·
3- Valve Set, complete with
Loud SpeakerPrices from £35 to £42/ 10/ 4-Valve Set, complete with
Loud Speaker. Price . . £65
5- Valve Set, complete with
Loud Spea ker. Price . . £ 75

DAVID JONES'
For Radio Service,

252

YORK

ST.,

SYDNEY.
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pipes, plates, cones, etc. The ground
wire shall be protected against mechanical injury. An approved ground
clamp shall be used wherever the
ground wire is connected to pipes or
piping·.
·

Radio Installation
Rules
( Continued from p(!J,ge 699.)
base of the switch shall be of nonabsorptive insulating material. Slate
base switches are not recommended.
This switch must be so mounted that
jts current-carrying parts will be at
least fivQ ( 5) inches clear of the
building wall or other conductors and
located preferably in the most direct
line between the lead-in conductors
and the point where ground connection is made.
The conductor from
grounding switch to ground connection must be securely supported.
NoTE.-Ground switches are required because the ordina r y transmitting .antenna ,
of la rger size tha n the receiving a ntenna,
involv es a greater lightning hazard, and
'because of the high voltages used in transmitting, To comply with this rule, a
standard 100 ampere single-pole doublethrow switch, or a special antenna switch
.of proper design, may be used.

Protective Ground Wire.

( k) Antenna and counterpoise con-

.ductors must be effectively and permanently grounded at all times when
station is not in actual 0peration ( unattended) by a conductor at least as
large as the lead-in conductor, and in
no case shall it be smaller than No. 16
S.W.G. copper or approved copperclad steel.
This ground wire n eed
not be insulated or mounted on insulated supports..
The ground wire
shall be run in as straight a line as
possible to a good permanent ground.
Preference shall be given to water
piping. _Gas piping shall not be used
for the ground connection.
Other
permissible grounds are artificial
grounding devices, such as driven

Operating Ground W"ire.

(Z) The radio operating· gr ound
conductor shall be of copper strip not
less than three-eighths ( i) inch wide
by one-sixty-fourth (1/ 64 )
inch
thick, or of copper or approved copper--clad steel having a periphery, or
girth (around the outside) of at least
three-quarters (¾) inch (for example,
a No. 2 S.W .G. wire), and shall be
firmly secured in place throughout
its length.
The radio operating
ground conduct or shall be protected
and supported similarly to the lead-in
conductors.
·
NOTE.-The rules should be very carefully followed in the installation and use
of the operating ground wire, special precaution being taken to keep it at a respectful distance from pipes and ot her
wires.

Operating Ground.

(m) The operating ground conductor shall be connected to a good permanent ground. Preference shall be
given to water piping. Gas piping
shall not be used for ground connections. Other permissible grounds are
artificial grounding devices such as
driven-pipes; plates, cones, etc. ·
Powe'r from Street Mains.

.( n) When the current supply is

obtained directly froin street mains
the circuit shall be installed m approved metal conduit.
Protection from Surges, etc.

( o) In order to protect the supply

system from

high-potential

surges

and kick-backs, there must be installed in the supply line as near as possible to each radio-transformer, rotary spark gap, motor in generator
sets, and other auxiliary appar atus,
one of the folowing : 1. Two condensers [ each of not
less than one-half ( ½) microfarad
capacity and capable of withstanding a six hundred (600) volt t est]
in series across the line and midpoint between condensers grounded; across (in parallel with) each
of these condensers shall be connected a shunting fixed spark-gap
capable of no more than one-thirtysecond (1/ 32 ) inch separation.
2. Two vacuum tube typ e protectors in series across the line with
the mid-point grounded.
3. Non-inductivity . wound r esisters connected across the line with
mid-point grounded . .
4. Electrolytic lightning arresters
such as the aluminium cell t ype.
In no case shall the ground wire of
surge an,d kick-back protective devices be run in parallel with the operating ground wire when within a distan ce of thirty ( 30 ) feet . The ground
wire of the surge and kick-back protective devices shall not be connected
to the operating ground or ground
wire.
NOTE.- M a n y of the a m ateu r ins tallations . h ave b een pla c ed withou t .giving
muc h thou g ht as to w h at · t h e e ffe c t of
the r adio power devices will h ave u p on the
b a la n ce of t he s y s tem a nd supply aut horities may requ i_re these s tations to take
current fro"m a separate transformer , and
in ·addition t o p lace all of the wirin g in
conduit, a ls o· t o have it ·protected at each
r a dio-tra n sformer-,
rotary
spark-ga p
motor in ·gener a tor s ets a nd other a u x ilia ry a p paratu s . This p recau tion tends t o
preser ve the quality of the lig h t a nd
powe r service in the n e ig h bourhood a nd
obvia t es ··-fire hazards.

ALL ·WIRELESS SETS AND REQUISITES
ARE OBTAINABLE . AT -

SWAINS,

LOWEST PRICES -

FROM

110a and 123 Pitt St., Sydney
A FEW DOORS FROM THE G.P.O.

CRYSTAL RECEIVING SETS, from 25/ -, Operative up to 25 miles
·
from Sydney.
·
·
·
ONE-VALVE RECEIVING SETS, from £5/ 10/ -, Operative up to 100
miles from Sydney,
'
TWO, and UP TO SIX VALVE, from £28, Operative· up to 5,000 mfres
• · · from ·Sy dney,· · ' ··
·
.
To I NCREASE t h e EFFICIENCY of Y OUR CRYSTAL SET B U Y OUR
ONE-VALVE AMPLIFIER-Ready to connect up::....Price £6 ; or the
TWO-VALVE AMPLIFIER - which w ill oper ate !' Loud !,peaker -

WE SELL THE F.A.MOUS FROST FITTINGS, all makes of ' Pholles a nd Loud
Speakers- -THE UNITED DISTRIBUTORS, LTD. , HOME ASSEMBLY
SETS . and RADIOVOX SETS STERLING 4-VALVE and 2-VALVE
SETS, Loud Speakers and P1J.ones - GALENA, ZINCITE, :8ORNITEf ,.
MOLYBDENITE, IRON PYRITES, AUSTRALITE CRYSTALS.

:M ention r":8adio" when corrmunica ting _with Advertis~r:_~.
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The Lighter Side of Radio
(By Our Hobart Correspondent.)

HAVE you ever had the misfortune
to be asked that riddle about
-Adam and Eve and Radio¥ It's something to do with a loud-speaker being in vogue when Adam choked on
a piece of apple-the loud-speaker, of'
course, being Eve.
That is only one of the many stories
concerning wireless which one hears
nowadays; and it is an indication of
the growing popularity of listeningin that humour should find its way
into the radio cabin.
Fishing, of course, is famous for its
associations, but the proverbial ''_fish''
story is having a hard tussle to retain
its position amongst the tall stories
told by some wireless '' cranks. ''
Perhaps, more than in any other
sphere, there is immense scope for socalled "practical" joking in radio.
We have all heard of the faked

broadcast from America ''received'' "catch" in it somewhere, and the,
by an Australian amateur on one officer in question nearly lost hi,; job,
valve.
over it.
Not so far divorced from true
The humorous side of radio is often
humour is the ''gag'' often practised revealed to the inspector searching for
by wireless enthusiasts to foozle an stations working without a Governinnocent listener-in. A thin wire is ment licence.
attached to the victim's aerial lead-in
One inspector of ·my acquaintance
and the ''earth'' is composed of a
connection with a poor conductor, noticed what he took to be an impossuch as a tree. The ''messages'' trans- ing aerial one day whilst on his
mitted from the fake station are sent rounds, and called .on the offending
by a high-tone buzzer, which gives the premises to make enquiries. A small
effect of a big Telefunken apparatus. . boy opened the door, and on being
I heard of a ship's officer who once asked if a wireless plant were installpractised this dodge on the wireless ed in the house, he bashfully admitted
operator with the result that the poo.- that there was.
''Sparks'' dashed up to the bridge
He consented to lead the inspector
with a long roll of script in his hand to the offending ''apparatus,'' which
announcing an enormous earthquakti tnrned out to be a jumble of jam tins
in Sydney, a revolution in New Zea.. and pieces of watch mechanism. The
land, and a tidal wave in Tasmania. . ''aerial'' was composed of pieces of
The '' Old Man'' happened to see a thick string!
iillE!r~~~
MADE BY-

THE

MAN

WHO

INVENTED

BROADCASTING.

DE FOREST VALVES .
TYPE D.V.2-Takes 5 Volts at l Amp. on Filament ..

..

30/- each

Plate Voltages, Detector 18-22½ Volts; Plate Voltages, Amplifier G0-150 Volts,

TYPE D.V. ~Takes 3 Volts at .06 of an Amplion F:!ament . .

..

30/- each

Plate Volta.g e, 16-22½ Volts, Detector.; Plate Voltage, 60-120 Volts, u'sed ;as an Amplifier,
D.V. 3

Filament, 3 'Volts,
,06 Amp,

D,V, 2

Filament, 5 Volts,

Both ·Types Fit Standard American Socket.

25 Amp,

Both Types Fit Standard American Socket,

WHOLESALE

INTERNATIONAL RADIO

ONLY:

co.

LTD.

200 CASTLEREAGH STREET, SYDNEY, N.S.W.

.Also at

'Phone: MA 1387.

91-93 COURTENAY PLACE, WELLINGTON, N.Z.
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A Multi-Valve Radio
Frequency Amplifier
(Continued from page 711.)

plifiers LA6. and 7 niay be of any
good type.
Some idea of the sensitiveness of
this circuit can be gathered from the

fact that it is possible to hear ordinary commercial ship stations at a distance of 150 to 200 miles during daylight when using a loop about 18in.
square.
_
When properly constructed the circuit will give excellent S'ervice, the
only adjustments necessary for different wave-lengths being confined to the
tuning section.

37/6
At all
Radio
Dealers

A W onder~ul Improvement!

Wegern Electric
HEADPHONES

WITH

NEW COMFY PAD.
Day after day comparisons always demonstrate the better
results from Western Electric equipment. And, after
all, you just pay a little more for Western Electric Headphones, but what a world of difference, compared with
Headphones that are merely made to sell at a low price.
Western Electric Headphones are typical of wonderful
Western Electric workmanship, which stands behind over
half the world's telephones.
You get comfort, you get scientific construction. The
magnetic material stands up to all conditions. Special
moisture-proof cords are used. In fact, you need only
examine and "listen in" with Western Electric
Headphones to recognise why Western Electric is a
name to trust in Radio.
Any Radio dealer will supply you with "W.E." Head
Receivers. Aiways insist on " Western Electric."

Wesl'em Elect'ric. Company
/Auatralia)Lfd
192-194 Castlereagh Street, SYDNEY
Tel.,phone: City 336, 355 and 356.

Also

at 588 Bourke St., Melbourne

..

Mention "Radio" when coml1'.1.unica ting With Advertls8re.
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Wireless and Lightships
THE use of wireless telephony installations for communication between
lightships, lighthouses and their headquarters ashore is rapidly increasing.
In this particular service, Great
Britain again leads the way.
· The sets which have been installed
during the past few years at various
points around the coast have clearly
demonstrated their value, and now
this demonstration period is past, the
coastal protection services are busy
extending the use of wireless as
rapidly as their funds permit.
In the Harwich Group of lightships
Trinity House authorities have already equipped the vessel Alert, and
the work of installation in other lightships in this group is proceeding.
The Goodwin group of lightships
has been equipped for some considerable time, and many expressions of
appreciation of the efficiency of the
working have been made.
It is noteworthy that only a very
small amount of technical attention
is required in connection with the
working of these wireless telephone
sets.
The Dundee Harbor Trust officers
have now completed installation of
their equipment on their lightship

Abertay.
Similar wireless telephone sets
have been installed on the Butt
of Lewis, the Flannen Islands, Barrow Head and Castle Bay, for the
Northern Light House Board, and we
learn t hat these installations are all
working satisfactorily.
The Marconi Company has received
a f''Urther orden from ~he Mersey
Docks and Harbor Board to equip
their lightship Crosby with a wireless
telephone set and wireless bell. The
Mersey dock offices at Liverpool and
th~ Board's other two lightships
were equipped some time ago, and this
extension of the system by the authorities is the natural outcome of their
satisfaction with the services ren. dered.
This linking up of wireless lighthouses and lightships with their headquarters is rapidly extending, and no
doubt we shall hear of further installations in the near future .
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ANNOUNCEMENT

Free Gift Books !
TO COUNTRY, INTERSTATE AND NEW ZEALAND READERS ONLY.
As a result of the phenomenal number of readers who . availed themselves of the special Xmas
subscription offer published in "RADIO" No. 46, we find the short time allowed did not give our
interstate and other distant readers a chance to avail themselves of this splendid offer.
We therefore have pleasure in repeating this offer for the benefit of Country, Interstate and New
Zealand readers only.
The conditions are that such subscription must be received before February 28, and that the offer
is limited to the tlrst one hundred subscribers in each section.

1. Bound Volume, SEA, LAND & AIR, Vols. 2 or 3. ·
Ordinary Price 17 /6 ·

2. YEAR BOOK OF WIRELESS TELEGRAPHY AND TELEPHONY, 1913-1919 editions (many containing fuU-size Wireless Map of the World).
Ordinary Price 15/3. HANDBOOK OF TECHNICAL INSTRUCTION FOR WIRELESS TELEGRAPHISTS, by Hawkhead & Dowsett ( 1st Edn.)
I
Ordinary; Price 7/ 6
In the event of no copies of one of the above books being available one copy of either of
the r_e maining books will be forwarded.
To ensure receiving the book you like best remit 10/- subscription NOW.

-

- - - - - - - - -- ............ _______

___,_...___.

........

__

FILL IN THIS FORM.
To "RADIO,"
97 Clarem:e Street,
SYDNEY, N.S.W.
Dear Sir,1 enclose herewith 10/- (ten shillings) for twelve months' subscription (twenty-six
issues) to RADIO, commencing from the next number; also please send me book No. (Number of book required.)
·
Please forward each issue of RADIO toFull name ........................... , . ·, ·. · · · ·
Address .......•.•.....•.......................
(Special)

.......................................
Mention "Radio" when conmunicating with Advertisers..
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My First Trip

January 21, 1925.

to Sea

THE Editor of "Radio" will be pleased to i:onsider articles concerning <their war-time and other experiences from
all present and past members of the Marine and Coastal Wireless Services.
.

JT

is con_sidered that such ·type of matter should prove quite a feature of the magazine's contents, dealing, as it
would, with '1:he experience-s , both humorous and otherwise, of those public servants who must be considered as the
most efficient of their kind in the world.

A LL

accepted matter will be paid for at the usual rates.

BY H. TUSON.

AS in the case of most present and
past "ops," I was stung by the
wireless bug very early, and longed
to go down Sydney Harbour aboard
one of the big liners dressed in a
uniform with bright brass buttons,
my domicile a room with '' Wireless
Operator'' over the door.
It was in 1913, during a visit to
Sydney, that I decided to purchase
the parts £or a loose-coupler crystal
set, and take it to my home in the
country. On my return, I immediately tackled the question of erecting an aerial_- not a very difficult
. job where poles can be obtained
without any trouble.
Two masts
30ft. high were erected, and a 3-wire
aerial about 60ft. long.
It was soon evident, however, if I
was going to do any long distance .
reception I would have to remove
the receiver from the house, owing
to interference from the rest of ·the
family, which was done by erecting
a small hut right under the aerial.
One of the first stations picked
up, apart from passing ships which
we could see quite plainly-in the
wireless cabin of one which I was
longing fo be operating- was VIS,
which enabled me to get the correct
adjustment £or the commercial wavelength. Needless to say, there was

great excitement iri the small township when it was ascertained I had
picked up VLA-the familiar land
station on the north of New Zealand-mine being the first wireless
set in the place.
It was not long, however, before
I wanted to realise my ambitions,
and a few months later I went to
Sydney, and to cut a long story
short, was fortunate in being appointed to a well-known coastal
passenger steamer, and later passed
down Sydney Harbour just as I had
pictured it in the past, walking t he
deck as if I was the most important
"man" (18 years old) on the ship.
I was soon "brought to earth,"
however, when a passenger approached me and asked if I was t he
operator, as he wanted to send a
message.
Then I realised I was
not on board to parade round t he
deck!
Sending my first message was an
ordeal I will never forget.
My
hands and legs shook; in fact, · I
shook all over.....,...but nothing to the
way the Morse left the aerial.
I
imagined hundreds of operators
listening to me, but the one most
concerned was the one at Sydney
Radio who had to take the message,

which he eventually did after some
repetitions. From then on I gained
confidence, and everything was
plain sailing.
In the meantime, unfortunately,
the sea decided to take a hand and
remind me I was not on '' mother
earth.'' Within a few hours we
were in the centre-if not I was
glad we were not-of a '' cyclonic
disturbance.''
The captain was
anxious to get the weather report,
which fortunately I managed to get,
but afterwards I found I had a more
important engagement at the ship's
rails.
·
However, I managed to keep my
watch, with occasional further '' engagements,'' realising the responsible
position I held, and after that trip
was not further troubled with '' malde-mer. ''
I did not remain on board that
ship long enough for the trip to get
monotonous, being transferred to
various other vessels, and served for
a number of years during the war
on a troopship visiting many parts
of the world, including Africa,
Egypt and England, experiences on
which I may relate in some later
issue.

VVIRELESS PRESS PUBLICATIONS
New and revised Catalogue now available. Send Stamped
and addressed envelope for Free Copy to - - -

THE

WIRELESS

PRESS,

97 . Clarence Sireet, SYDNEY.
44 Market Street,

Australasian Chambers,

MELBOURNE, VIC.

WELLINGTON, N.Z.
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ORMOND'S COMPONENTS
made to make good .
Just' as the weakest link in a chain represents its strength, so is the power of your wireless set more
often than not dependent upon the quality of some small component part. Cut out everything
doubtful. Build and benefit by Ormond's Components - they alone ensure success. Scientifically
designed, made by experts and individually tested before issue-each one has a definite purpose, and
is made to '' make good.'' Our reputation for high quality work is most zealously guarded. One
of our specialities is the turning of brass and steel screws and machined parts.

THE QUALITY IS HIGH -

THE PRICE

IS LOW.

Ask your Dealer for Ormond's Components.

ORMOND

Engineering Co.
- - - 199 Pentonville Road
KING'S CROSS, LONDON, ENGLAND.

I

Jl
BOX OF COMPLETE CONDENSER PARTS.
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Mention "Radio" when corrmunicating with .A.dvert~sers.
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THE GOSFORD DISTRICT RADIO
CLUB.
THE above club was formed on July 3,
1924, with about seven members, and
meetings were held in the residence of
one of them. Buzzer practice, lectures
and demonstrations were arranged and
every assistance was given to members
constructing sets. The club has received
much publicity through the local paper
"The Gosford Times," and there is little
doubt that this has greatly assisted in
the steady growth the club has enjoyed.
A wireless column is written by members
and radio hints are offered, local activitfes
chronicled, the articles giving the local
touch that helps to make them readable
matter for all. Through these columns
the club is always mentioned.
Visits to local places of interest have
been arranged. It was recognised about
three months ago that a larger meeting
room was necessary. The local Masonic
Lodge kindly came to the club's aid and
placed a large and well lighted room at
their disposal where they have since held
their meetings. There is every facility
available in the way of an aerial, buzzer
sets, blackboard, etc., for conducting wireless meetings. The club's set is in course
of construction and will be a two - valve
reflex portable.
The "Light Horse Troops" approached
the club recently with an affiliation
scheme, their work running along similar
lines to that of the wireless body. The
scheme was accepted and both concerns

January 21, 1925.
speech broadcasting which was such a
feature of the recent English elections.
Mr. Crookes expects to arrive in Sydney
this month.
Any communications addressed, Poste Restante, Sydney, will have
his immediate attention. ·

WIRELESS ON COASTAL
STEAMERS.

are now working together to their mutual
benefit.
The club would like to hear from any
other "go 0 ahead" clubs. with a view to
exchanging lecturers, etc. Address: "The
Secretary, Gosford District Radio Club,
c/o. P. Hoare, Mann· Street, Gosford;"

AS. a

TRADE ANNOUNCEM.ENT.
have been advised by Mr. Maynard
Crookes that he is at present in Aus- ·
tralia representing Messrs. New London
Electron Works Limited, makers of Electron aerial wire, and Messrs. Autoveyors,
who make a number of radio specialities.
Readers will probably be acquainted
with Electron advertisements, which are
so prominent in the English wireless
papers. The sales throughout Britain for
the month of September totalled 80,000
aerials, or 1,600 miles of wire. It is this
huge production which enables the manufacturers to sell so cheaply.
Messrs. Autoveyors, it will be remembered, were responsible for fitting the
King's sets at Buckingham Palace, and
carried through much of the election

WE

result of agitation following the
wreck of the Ripple that all small
steamers should be fitted with wireless-the Northern Steampship Company, Auckland, will equip the
Manaia, Rorawa, Mata1igi, Ngopuhi,
and Clansman with apparatus.
A
start has already been made with the
Manaia. The material for fitting the
vessels mentioned has not yet come to
hand, but the work will be carried out
shortly. In the meantime, a number
of the officers are being trained in
"sparking'' and wave-lengths, etc., at
the company's office, where a plant
has been installed for that purpose.
The travelling public will welcome
this improvement, for, although most
of the trips are very short, they are
sometimes fraught with much danger.

ffi!I
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Have you engraved binding posts on your set?

=
=

All Dealers stock the Philmore Engraved
Terminals at 3/9 per card of eight
=
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PACIFIC ELECTRIC ·Co. Ltd.
(WHOLESALE ONLY)

87 CLARENCE S1REET, SYDNEY.
B 5891

SOLE AUSTRALIAN DISTRIBUTORS.

Mention "Radio" whea coomunicating with AdverUsers.

I
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Result of
16 Years'
Experience

BRITISH
MADE.

What is "matched tone" in headphones?
Matched Tone is perfect harmony between the earpieces, eliminating all blurring
caused by the reception of si'g nals! in conflicting keys. Thie feature is essential to
faultless radio reception.
Brandes "Matched Tone" headphones mean purity of tene with _increased volume;
easily adjustable, they can be worn in comfort for hours at a tiHle.

OBTAINABLE FROM ALL RADIO DEALERS.

PRICE

Sole Australasian Distributors:

asr-

[ '-.

f
l

Collins Street,
MELBOURNE.
Manufactured in England by Brandes, Limited.

cMatched Tone
TRADE

llADJ:
DQUDUEa
IlfVll'ED.

MARK

Radio_Headphones
Kotion "Radle" when coramunlcatinc witJi A ~

.. RA D -I O .,.
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American Radio Relay League
WE have received the following from
Mr. F. H. Snell, Traffic Manager
of the American Radio Relay League,
Inc., Hartford, Connecticut :SHORT WAVE SCHEDULES.
Unt il · Further Notice, Unless Otherwise
Specified.

NKF-Address reports to U.S. Naval
Research Laboratory, Bellevue,
Anacostia, D.C. (P.S.-Dr. Taylor, of the Naval Research Laboratory wants many more short
wave observers-please . refer
amateurs who are interested in
short wave work to the Laboratory.)
NKF will transmit on 54 metres on
Mondays, W ednesdays, and Fridays:
8.0 to 8.10 p.m., 9.0 to 9.10 p.m. 10.0
to 10.10 p.m., and 11.0 to 11.10 p.m.,
E.S.T.
FL-Address reports to Chief

of

Radiotelegraph Centre, Eiffel
Tower, Paris, France.
FL will transmit daily on about 106
metres: 9.20 to 9.50 a.m., 6.15 to 7.0
p.m., and 11.0 to midnight, E .S.T.
F8BF-Address r eports to Pierre
Louis,. 8 Rue de la Mouillere, Orleans, France.
Another station, operated by a German scientist, call, XOX, will do some
short wave transmission, but the
wave-length and hours of operation
are not known at this t ime. Dr. Esau,
the operator of XOX, became enthused over two-way work when we
asked what the possibilities of working POZ on short waves would be if
arrangements could be made.
Dr.
Esau probably designed and supervised the installation of the short
wave set at POZ. POZ will be back
on the air again on short wave-; very

.

.

.

..
,

soon. We have nothing definite, however.
Has anybody any definite information about the 40-metre waves er
lower? Transmission· and rece1ition
information is requested on the •low
band~, particularly from 25 metres
down to five metres. Who has it?

WIRELESS TRAFFIC IN NEW
ZEALAND FOR THE FINANCIAL YEAR 1923-1924.
THE number of forwarded and received radio messages shows an
increase of 16A7 per cent., and 14.51
p er cent. respectively. The amounts
earned by New Zealand show an increase under both headings of 15.77
per cent. and 16.06 per cent. respectively.
The number of w ords
of forwarded radio press telegrams
decreased from 107,293 to 98,607.

...

Columbia "A", "B" and "C''
Radio Batteries
The most satisfying and profitabl~
Radio Batteries you can -sell
Advertised all over the world.
COLUMBIA Radio Batteries are the result of constant study and experimenting in the largest laboratory of its kind in the world. They have been
.iccepted everywhere as absolutely the best radio batteries made and they will
give far more satisfactory results than any others. They will sell quickly
and yield a good profit.
COLUMBIA D r y Cell Radio "A" Batteries are made especially for dry cell
vacuum tubes and will greatly outlast any other type of ignition battery for
this purpose.
..
COLUMBIA Storage. "A" Batteries for vacuum tubes of one-half amoere
or over have many characteristics which make them ideal for such use. They
are shipped dry and charged as sold, thus always assuring a new, fresh and
powerful battery.
COLUMBIA "B" Batteries are made in 22½ and 45-volt sizes. They are
powerful and long lasting. Thoroughly insulated and waterproofed and farnished with Fahnestock Spring Clip Connectors.
COLUMBIA "Three" Batteries are suitable for use as an "A,"
"B" or "C" Battery. They are made of extra large sized cells and
last unusually long time..

Write for an illustrated, descrip tive circ,ular.

NATIONAL CARBON COMPANY, Inc.
30 EAST 42nd STREET, NEW YORK, N. Y., U.S. A.

, lie1:1;t1u~ "l(adlo" when coumunlcatlng with Advertisers.
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Dubilier
Variable Condenser.
Price• •001 cajlacity, 35/-.

Dubilier Mica
Condenser, with grid
leak clips.
Price, .00025 capacity, 3/6.

Dubilier Mica
Condenser.
Price, .001 capacity,

'The name "Dubilier"
stands for leadership in
Condensers.

4/-,

The Radio enthusiast, in these
days of highly efficient valve
apparatus, is most exacting in his
requirements. No condenser will
be tolerated unless its internal
and leakage losses are an absolute
minimum; no condenser finds a
place in his receiver unless he is
assured that it will remain
constant under all conditions.
Amateur experimenters in all
parts of the world employ
Dubilier British-made condensers
in their transmitting and receiving sets. " Dubilier " is specified
by the experts because they know
that years of research and manufacturing experience stand behind every condenser. You will
realise -just as they do -what
this means in efficiency.

'' Specify Dubilier.'' ·

Supplied in
all capacitieJ.

9 7 Clarence Street, Sydney
Collins Street, Melbourne

:M ention ''Raciio' ' when C?m11unicating with Adver tisers.
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F. H . (Castlemaine) ; Q.: Recommend a
three-valve set and particulars for making
same. A . : Either that comprising the Pl
circuit with two stages o-f A.F. amplification (Radio, No. 40) or that comprising one
stage radio, detector and one stage of
audio amplification (Radio, No. 44). Copies
of these issues are obtainable from this
office.

a. J. (Arncliffe). Q.: Using a crystal set
with "pancake" coils, will the addition of
a variable condenser increase efficiency?
What capacity should this be? A.: Use
.an aerial tuning condenser of .001 m .f.
variable for finer tuning. If it is desired
to reccive over a large range of wavelengths, a series- parallel switch will be
an advantage.
If troubled with interference, a condenser for tuning the secondary coil will eliminate this by still
finer tuning.
Q. : Will the crystal-valve
circuits (Radio, No. 39) work a loudspeaker? A.: Possibly, but depends upon
your distance from the transmitting station
-which also applies to the Pl circuit.
H . A . J, (Petersham).
Q. : What is
meaning of abbreviations QRN, QSA, QST,
and QSL? A. : See page 659, Radio. No . 47.

''Pl" (Punchbowl) . Q . : Although excellent results were obtained from both 2FC
and 2BL with a temporary aerial, when
twin aerial 10ft. higher was erected and
thoroughly insulated 2FC was very weak,
please explain.
A.: You omit to state
length of aerial. Suggest you use aerial
tuning condenser in series when receiving
2FC. and using the coils mentioned failed
to bring you up to the required wave length. A series-parallel switch will be
an advantage.
J. K. (South Singleton) . Q. : Can downleads be carried any distance? A .: It is
always advisable to . bring · these in as
direct line as pQssible. Q.: Is tuned radio
and detector better than the ordinary regenerative detector for all-round work?
A.: Yes, especially for DX reception. Q. :
Would aerial pointing N.N.E. with downleads inclined to Sydney and Adelaide be
satisfactory for long distance and Australian stations?
A.: Yes, you omitted to
state whether this is inverted L or T; the
former is more directive than the latter.
Q.: Using two valves, should there be a
"mush" sound when the current is turned on,
and a "cracking" sound when switched off?
A . : You do not state whether this refers to

"RADIO"

the filament or plate current; if the latter,
you are evidently using very high voltage.
Light the filaments at normal brHJiancy
before switching on plate battery, making
sure corr-ect voltages in both cases is used
as specified by the makers, then gradually
increase filament voltage until signals are
maximum. Q.: Which is tlrn best, valvecrystal-valv e or two valves or crystal,
with a combination of radio and audio,
suclit as reflex circuit with secondary of
audio transformer connected to return grid
lead of first valve? A. : The reflex method,

READERS, PLEASE NOTE!
QUERY letters which are accompanied by our co upon and comply
with the following directions will
receive first preference.
MAKE your letter as brief as possible and write your questions
one underneath the other. All let·
ters must be signed iA full , together
with the address of the sender. For
publication, the writer's initials will
be used or a nom-de - plume, if de·
sired, but on no account will any
consideration be given to anonymous communications.
JF requested, answers will be forwarded by post, providing the letter of enquiry contains a stamped,
addressed envelope and the coupon
to be found elsewhere in this issue.
JT SHOULD BE NOTED THAT ITJ
IS IMPOSSIBLE FOR US TO
ANSWE,R QUESTIONS REGARD- .
ING THE APPROXIMATE RANGE
OF EXPERIMENTERS' SETS.

if loud-speaker work is required ov er
short distances. Q. : Would a variometer
be satisfactory (instead of condenser) in
grid circuit for Jong, as well as short, wave
reception? A. : Depends upon the circuit
used, but is not recommended for long
wave work.
K . D . G . (Yeppoon) . Q. : Give information. such as gauge of wire, spacing and
number of turns necessary, for a frame
aerial for receiving on 350 metres. A . :
See "Experimental Loop Aerials" (Radio,
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No. 10) . Q. : How far, approximately, would
a single valve set which receives Sydney
broadcasting 800 miles away at fair
strength on an outdoor aerial. receive the
same station on the aerial referred to?
A .: Will depend upon the position of the
frame aerial w ith regard to surrounding
objects such as trees, houses, etc. ; you
should, however, be able to recei.-e approximately 150 miles.
D . G. T . (Kilmoney). Q.: Can you suggest any improvements to three-valve receiver ( circuit submitted) ? A.: Earth the
negatives of 1'loth A and B batteries instead of positive of A as shown. You did
n@t mention ratio of transformer, type of
valves and capacities of condensers, which
are a big factor in the results obtained
in any v a lve receiver.

J. B. (Bondi). Q.: Using one valve crystal reflex receiver, should a radio transformer be used (circuit submitted)? A .:
No. Q. : What should be the rati@ of t h e·
audio transformer? A. : 5-1. Q. : Where
sh0uld leads marked 1, 2, 3 and 4. be connected ? A .: OP, IP, IS and OS respec tively. Q. : Should valve be a detector or
amplifier ? A. : Any standard make, use
preferably a "general purpose" valve.

S . L . G. (East Brunswick) . Q. : Can you
explain why better results were obtained'
with a Phillips E valve than a Phillips
Dl, although the latter is recognised as a
better rectifier? A.: Possibly you used toohigh a plate voltage with the Dl, or it is
possible there was a slight defect in this·
and not the E .

W . B . (Brisbane). Q.: Using five-valve·
receiver ( circuit submitted) with three
201A's and two YV199 valves can you recommend type of valve to replace the lat-·
ter so that all may be worked from ai
six volt accumulator? A.: Use either a
UV200 as detector with UV201A's as amplifiers or two Marconi "R's" in place of
the UV199's. Q. : What voltage should be
used with UV1714 transformers? A.: Depends upon the type of valves used; the·
tuning range is from 200 to 5000 metres.
Q.: Would a .0005 or .0003 m .f. grid condenser be better than a .00025? A .: Either
a .0003 or .00025 will be satisfactory. Q. :
Can you suggest any improvement to t lie
circuit? A. : Circuit quite O.K. You wiU
probably find an improvement using valves
(Continued on page 726.)
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RADIO TELEGRAPHY
AND TELEPHONY
by

J. A. Fleming, M.A., D.Sc.,
F.R.S,
438 Pages.

280 Diagrams.

Price, 18/- nett.
Postage 6d.

Professor Fleming needs no introduction.
His reputation is
world-wide, and this new edition
of his work brings the first
edition right up to date.
A
tremendous amount of new in·
formation has been incorpor·
ated, which makes it a much
more bulky volume and decidedly more exhaustive than
previously, Eve,ryone taking a
serious
interest in wireless
would be well advised to include
this in his library, as it is diffi·
cult to over-,e stimate its value
and importance to keen experimenters,

CHAPTER

MARINE

HEADINGS.

SCIENTIFIC
PRINCIPLES,
Types of Electric Waves, Origin
of Electrons Emitted from Hot
Metals
THE
FLEMING
REC T IF YING
VALVE,
Various Types, Modes of Use
and application T H R E E
AND
FOUR
ELECTRODE
VALVES, Their Evolution, Mode
of Operation and Use THE
THEORY OF THE THREEELECTRODE VALVE-THER.
MIONIC VALVE CONSTRUCTION; The Problem of Valve
Manufacture and Details of
Construction - THE THERMIONlC VALVE AS A GENERATOR OF OSCILLATIONS THERMIONIC
VALVES AS
AMPLIFIERS AND DETECTORS-THERMIONIC VALVE
TESTING FLEMING REPEATERS AND RELAYS, Its
Problems and Requirements THERMIONIC VALVE PLANT,
Advantages of Continu·ous Wave
as against Spark Systems.

THE WIRELESS PRESS
97 Clarence Street, Sydney.
44 Market Street, Melbourne.
Australasian Chambers, Wellington,
N.Z.

MR

OFFlCERS

DECEMBER.

R. W . BARNES signed off s.s. Oonah
at Melbourne, 12th, and signed on s.s.
Kaiapoi at Melbourne, same date.
Mr. L. C. Farnsworth signed off s.s.
Kaiapoi at Melbourne, same date.
Mr. G. Hugman signed on s.s. Zealandia
at Sydney, 16th.
Mr. H. A. Macgoun signed off s.s. Yankalilla at Sydney, 16th.
Mr. H. Taylor signed off s .s. Macedon at
Newcastle, 16th.
Messrs. M. L. Robertson and R. W . S.
Bailey signed on s.:.. Changsha as senior
and third operators respectively at Sydney,
18th.
Mr. J. H. Pullen signed off s .s. Ashridge
at Melbourne, 16th.
Mr. E. '\V. Coldwell signed off s.s. Koor ·i nga at Melbourne, 11th, and signed on
s.s. Echuca at Melbourne, 12th.
Mr. J. Carew signed off s.s. Echuca at
Melbourne, 12th, and signed on s.s. Loonyana _at Melbourne, 17th.
Mr. S. L. Filer signed off s .s. Oamira at
Sydney, 18th.
Mr. C. Drew signed off s.s. Junee a,t Sydney, 20th.
Mr. H. F. Hartley signed off s.s. Wyreema at Sydney, 19th.
Mr. D. N . Quinn signed off s.s. Riverina
at Sydney, 18th.
Mr. E. C. Bouel signed off s .s. Lawana at
Melbourne, 19th, and signed on s.s. Burwah at Melbourne, 20th.
Mr. T. M, Alexander signed off s.s. Burwah at Melbourne, 20th.
Mr. C. Drew relieved Mr. E.· C. Bouel on
s.s. Biirwah at Sydney, 22nd.
Mr. W. C. Lucas signed off s.s. Moira
at Sydney, 26th.
Mr. F. M. Basden signed off s.s. Yarra at
Sydney, 29th.
Mr. E. J. Glaisher signed off s.s. Ohronos
at Newcastle, 29th.
Mr .. S . L. Filer signed on s.s. Oarspey at
Newcastle, 23rd . .
Mr. F. J. Forrest signed c,ff s.s. Werribee
at Melbourne, 22nd.
. Mr,. E. I. Hyde signed off s.s. Moorabool
at Geelong, 22nd.
Mr. T. J. ,O'Leary signed off s.s. Ellaroo
at Melbourne, 22nd.
Mr. A . W . Hodge signed off s.s. Period
at Melbourne, 20th.
Mr. L. F. O'Donnell signed off s.s. Era
at Geelong, 20th.
Mr. J . McManus signed off s.s. Kooyong
at Melbourne, 23rd.
Mr. A. Stuart signed off s.s. Dimboola
at Sydney, 31st.
Messrs. C. Carthew and S. C. Austin
signed on s.s. , Kangaroo as senior and third
operators respectively at Fremantle, 22nd.
Hent1on "Radie" when comn,.aicati•c wltll "'dvvtiaer1.
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HUGHES & CO.
J!IIQB'.-OUIIS

CIVIL and NAVAL TAILORS
Our oivil lluita are ~rfeotion in ITYLE
FIT,
DURilILITY
and
PltICE,
TAILOR-KADE on tlle promisea unier
our own 1uperviaion.
OUR NAVAL UNIFO!tllH and GOI.I>
LACE work &peak for thema1hea,
CAPII, LACE, BADGES, VNIFOJll[
BUTTONS a.lways in 1tock.
ONE Quality only - THE :aEST,

70-72 Erskine Street, SYDNEY
'PHOBK: City T7.

MODERN
PRINTING
KEEPING in touch with all
that is new and good in
type faces and modern printing
machinery makes us think

we can satisfy your
printing wants.
We wish to announce that we
can furnish everything it is
possible to print and bind. Our
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recommended in place of the present dry
cell type. A .0005 m.f. variable condenser
across the secondary coil will give finer
tuning. Noted with interest the excellent
results obtained by your friend with the
Pl and 2 stages of audio. We have no
record of 2LE and 3LE.
; A. D. H . (Rockdale). Q.: Can you advise
cause of distortion using the Pl with two
stages· of audio amplification (Radio, No.
40) ? A.: This source of trouble can usually be traced to transformers. It is usual
Jo have a lower ratio in the second stage.
'u se, therefore, the United in the first stage
'and the Jefferson in the second, also reversing the primary connections often
overcomes this trouble.
Make sure the
correct voltage for the valves is used in
each case as specified by the makers.

w.

S. (Ringwood). Q.: Which is correct method of adding a stage of audio
amplification to present valve set? A .:
Connect the primary of the transformer to
your present 'phone terminals. See "Onevalve Amplifier" (Radio, No. 37). Q.: Does
·a biassing battery make any difference
to the "A" battery? A.: No; this is distinct from the ' 'A'' battery. See article
published in Radio, No. 41. Q.: Advise h ow
to eliminate interference from 3LO when
receiving from 2FC, using a three or four
valve set. A. : Without a circuit of the
receiver you are using we are unable to
.assist you except to suggest a coupled
aerial circuit and condensers across both
primary and secondary coils. which will
give finer tuning.

R. s. (Hawthorn). Q .: Can the "60 to
·600 Metre Tuner" (Radio, No. 45) b e used
as a single valve set by connecting· the
'phones in place of primary of first audio
frequency transformer ? A.: Yes, but it is
not recommended for this purpose, the
Tadio frequency choke may be dispensed
with. Q.: Could a loading coil be used for
· receiving 3LO and 21<\..: r
A.: No, the receiver is designed specially to receive on
the wave-lengths specified.

J. M . (Adamstown). Q.: Can a .0005
and a .0003 variable condenser be used in
· the primary and secondary circuits r espectively? A.: Yes, it is usual. howev:er,
to use a .001 aerial tuning condenser which
gives a greater tuning range. Q.: What
is cause of difficulty in receiving 2BL,
although good results are obtained from
2FC? · A.: You are evidently using -your
aerial tuning condenser in parallel and
your a erial bein g large, would not e nable
you to get down to the required wavelength. Using a series-parallel switch with
35 and 50 turn coils, you should have no
difficulty in tuning in this station. For
2FC use 150 and 200 turn coils.
J. C. M. (Clifton Hill). Q.: Supply information for constructing a choke coil to
be used in a tone filter (sketch submitted).
A. : We do not understand why you require a tone fil,ter; in any case, the condensers you propose to use are too small.
These should be of' large value to offer low
impedance to audio frequency currents and
should be of about 2 m.f., oU"e only is re- ,
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quired. For a choke coil the secondary of
an intervalve transformer will serve the
purpose.
C. J. W. (Yass). Q.: Advise any improvements to crystal receiver (circuit
submitted). A.: The connections of the
series-parallel switch are not correct. For
]Jroper connection8 see- RacUo, No. 41.
Placing a condenser . across the secondary
will give finer tuning.
You should not
require the tapped loading coil in the earth
lead when using a condenser in the aerial
circuit.
H. B. H . B. (Box Hill) . Q. : Advise how
to eliminate interference from 3LO when
receiving 2FC using three-valve receiver
(circuit submitted). A.: Use coupled aerial
circuit such as any standard three coil
method. where the connection to the grid
of the first valve is taken from the secondary coil and not direct ·from · the aerial
as at present. You may find a slight decrease in the signal strength but this will
be compensated by increase in selectivity.
We note you have coil L~ connected to
the grid of the first valve instead of the
plate, no doubt this is merely an error in
the circuit and not the wiring.
.J. H. (East Brunswick).
Q.:. Recommend a crystal receiver to enable reception through "static," A.: See the "Carborundum Crystal Detector" (Radio, No.
42). This type of crystal will not eliminate
static but will enable reception through
this soruce of interference when it would
be practically impossible to keep a sensitive point with other types.

T. E. E. (Melbourne). Q.: Using the
"60 to 600 Metre Tuner" (Radio, No. 45),
can you supply information regarding the
radio frequency choke? A.: This may be
a plugcin coil such as a honeycomb, according to the wave-lengths over which
it is desired to receive.
The correct size
will have to be found by experiment.
R. S. P. (West Maitland).
Q.: Supply
information such as number of turns and
size of a frame aerial for receiving 2FC
and 2BL on a five-valve receiver, comprising two stages of radio, detector and
two stages of audio amplification.
A.:
Space precludes see "Experimental Loop
Aerials" by C. D. Maclurcan (Radio, No.
10) . Q. : Would it be necessary to change
present coils? What is method of connecting this type of aerial' to receiver? A .:
Depends upon whether you wire the frame
aerial to tune to the desired wave-length.
Using your present rece iver it will be
n ecessary for you to use a coil in series
and a secondary coil for coupling to detector valve. Q . : Should this be capable of
receiving Sydney broadcasting stations on
loud-speaker at 75 miles? A.: Yes. you
will have to find t he best angle by experiment.
H. J . H. (North Preston) . Q.: Please
give opinion of t hree-valve receiver (circuit submitted. A.: Your circuit ls O.K.,
except you shc•w two grid condensers; the
one shunted across the leak is not necessary. Q.: Using a twin-wl-re aerial · 60ft.
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long and a lead-in of 30ft., what size
honeycomb coils should be used for 3AR,
3LO, 2FC, 2BL, 6WF and KGO? A.: This
information has been published many times
in previous issues of Radio. To cover the
desired wave-length. the best method is
to obtain a number of coils from 25 to 250
turns and select those suitable for each
station. With your aerial you will probably ·find it an advantage replacing the
.G005 primary condenser with a .001, also
a series-parallel switch.
Q . : Would the
same size coils be used in conjunction with
a frame aerial? A.: No; use a tapped frame
such as the "ExpQrimental Loop Aerial"
(Radio, No. 10). Q. : Using dull emitter
valves, what ratio audio transformer
should be used? A.: The same as for
"bright" valves, 5 or 4 to 1.
J. G. (Naremburn). Q.: Please give
opinion of one-valve receiver (circuit submitted). A.: You do not mention the wavelengths on which you desire to receive; if
for 2BL and 2FC, who transmit on 350
and 1,100 metres, use the Pl circuit (Radio,
No. 38). This is identical to the circuit yau
submit except that honeycomb coils are
employed. Q.: Will a .001 variable condenser be satisfactory for tuning the
primary circuit?- A. : Yes. Q.: Could a
.0005 variable condenser be used to advant age? A. : Yes. across the secondary coil
to give you finer tuning. It is usual to
employ a fixed condenser in the grid circuit of about .0003 m.f. Q . : Should a 35 or
G ohm rheost at be useci with an Ediswan
AR0G valve? A.: Use the 35 ohm. Q. :
\Vhat type of socket is required for this
t y pe of va lve? A.: "Edi-s wan." Q. : What
should be the voltage of the A and B
batteries ? A.: Three and 20 to 50 r espectively; the higher voltage when used as
amplifiers. Q. : Would a condenser with
a la r ge number of plates give better tuning? A.: Increasing the number of plates
increases the capacity of the condenser:
large capacity condensers enable a greater
range of wave-length tuning. To obtain
fine tuning and selectivity. a small capacity condenser should be used, such as
.0005 or .0003. Q.: What are jacks for?
A. : Jacks are used for plugging in on 1,
2, 3 or more valves, see circuit of fivevalve r eceiver (Radio, No. 47).

H. W. S . (Cooroy). Q. : Can you explain
cause of trouble with four- valve receiver
comprising one stage radio, detector and
two stages of audio amplification? A.:
See ''Receiver Noises" (Radio. No. 45). We
note you are using two 5 to 1 transformers. It is usual to employ a lower ratio
in the second stage, about 4 or 3½ to J.
Apparently you are not using a series-parallel switch; you will find this an advantage. You should not use the same
size coils for both primary and secondary,
For 2BL these should be 35 and 50 with
condenser in series. and for 2FC, 150 and
200, with condenser in parallel. A grid
bias battery may also be used to advantage as shown in a n article published in
Radio, No. 41.

T. W . (Lindfield) submits two samples
of wire and asks if they are suitable for
(Continued on paJJe 7~8.)
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direct
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Inland Radio, and the growth of the Mercantile Marine in the Pacific means that
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devices, reduce the strength of signals. Q.:
Recommend a good book on transmitting
circuits, such as the Meisner, Hartley, etc.
Q. : ·wireless Valve Transmdtters by James.

w1rmg an amateur transmitting station,
and if they comply with the Fire Underwriters' regulations? A.: Both samples are
No. 16 gauge wire. No. 1 would be suitable; No. 2 should not be used owing to
inferior insulation. Details of the regulations appear in this issue, and should
be complied with when insta!ling a transmitting station.
E. M. (Caulfield East). Q.: Using a crys-

tal receiver (circuit submitted), how can
signals be increased? A.: Use the onevalve amplifier (Radio. No. 37) . As you
will probably be troubled with interference.
use two honeycomb coils instead of one. as
at present, with a condenser for tuning
'. the secondary coil.
H. F. B. (Brunswick) . Q.: Supply cir. cuit for one-valve receiver using Phillips
Dl type valve capable of receiving N.S.W.
stations. A.: Use the Pl circuit (Ra.Mo,
· No. 38). Whether you are able to pick
· up the stations you des:1~·e will depend
upon many factors, such rus your locality.
You may possibly need to add a stage or
two of audio.
__

N. S. (Drouin) . Q.: Supply circuit of a
seven-valve reflex set, using honeycomb
coils capable of picking up British broadcasting stations. A.: Unless you have had
previous experience with multi-valve receivers, we do not recommend you to use
more than three or four valves, employing
the "Reflex" method and suggest, therefore, the seven-valve receiver published in
this issue, which should be capable of picking up English amateur stations in view
of the fact they have been recaived on only
two valves.
J. a. M. (Gretna) . Q.: Do you know of
any amateur using the Weagant X Circuit for short wave-lengths and whether
it is satisfactory? A.: :No. Unfortunately
this, and many other static eliminating

J. F . S. H . (Wentworthvllle). Q. : Using
the long distance receiver (Radio, No. 45)
could an Acme low loss, .0005 condenser be
used instead of one of those specified? A . :
Yes; use in place of condenser H shown
in Fig: 2. Q.: Are the honeycomb coils
mounted in a three-coil holder or a twocoil holder and is the third coil separate?
A.: Coils C and D are mounted in a twocoil holder; coil G is mounted a distance
of about six Inches from the former. Q.:
Is aerial 100 feet long and 30 feet high
satisfactory? A.: Yes, providing it is well
insulated and clear of any obstructions
such as trees, iron roofs, etc. Q. Can a
De Forest five-volt valve be worked from
a six-volt accumulator in conjunction with
a 201A? A.: Yes, providing separate rheostats are used for both valves. Q. : Is this
receiver suitable for receiving broadcasting
and amateur stations? A .: Yes, but for
short distance reception, audio freq uency
should be used instead of radio.

International Radio Congress
THE first congress of the International Juristic Committee of
Radio, and the first congress of the
International Union of Radio Amateurs will be held at Paris during
: Easter of 1925.

Of the ,Juristic Committee of
Radio:
I. Juristic regulations of wavelengths.
II. International Regulations for
transmission.
III. Intellectual characteristics and
radio telephonic transmission.
Rights of Authors; Interests of
Artists; property of gazette
information; Advertising.
Of the International Union of
Radio Amateurs:

The Congress Committee has issued
a prospectus of the Congress in the
'' International Help Language'' Esperanto. This assures all radio enthusiasts of every country knowing of
the Cong1-ess and its aims.
The topics to be discussed are : -

I. Organisation of an Intellectual Union of Radio Amateurs.
II. Methodical Organisation of
the Technical Tests of Amateurs.
III. Wave-lengths of Radio Telephony and Amate1ir Transmissions.
IV. Educational use of Radio
Telephony.
V. International Help Language.
The address of the Secretariat is : r .S.F. 2 rue de 1, Echaude, St. Germain, Paris. (6.E).
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INSURE WITH

The Liverpool and London and Globe Insurance Co. Ltd.
ASSETS EXCEED £20,000,000.
LOWEST RATES.

FIRE

ACCIDENT

Head Office for Australasia:

62 PITT STREET, SYDNEY.
W . B. CLARKE, Local Manager for N.S.W.
C. DANVERS, Manager for Australasia.

MARINE
Melbourne Branch:
415-7 COLLINS STREET.

I
~
~1.

R. M. EVANS, Local Manager for Victoria.

T. M. DOUGLAS, Assistant Manager for Aust ralasia.

:Ue11t1011 "lladlo" when com mµnlc:atlng w.ltb Advertlaor~,
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CHARACTERISTICS.
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Se,isiti'Vity
Volume of Sound

Clsrity
Stability . .

or response to weak signals is a teature of all models of the Amplion.
Other~equally outstanding qualities are : which is the loudest possible consistent with
or articulation of the spoken word and purity of reproduction.
meaning freedom from " chatter " and the necessity for frequent re•
adjustment.
corresponding with the eriginal transmission. In other words 'i Full .
and Natural."
Although not an essential in a purely technical sense, is certainly desirable as far as "In the Home" reception is concerned, and here the
Amplion has merit in the possession of artistic design and fine : finish.

Tone

cAppearance

..

Little wonder that the "cA;,,plion·'' has
become a household word in Wireless
and synonymous with "BETTER RADIO
REPRODUCTION."
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£2·0·0 £4·0- 0

£5-5-0

£8- 0- 0

AR 27

£22-0 - 0

AT ALL RADIO DEALERS .
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ARl9

AR 114

DEMONSTRATIONS
DAILY AT OUR
SHOWROOMS

Amalg~~·~
------(_A;;s r'Zs ,· a)-Ll__d.
I

Showrooms:

97 Clarence St., Sydney.
Collins St., Melbourne.
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I am the mascot of the latest Sterling Loud Speaker" The little fellow with the L9ud voice." ·My " Din\ kie·'' Loud Speaker will go ·into the homes of tens
of-thousands of those -who ·1ove Radio. It's small
in size but big in volume· small in price but big in
"'
. . .. . . value. And as to its reproducing· powers ? Well !
whether it is music, s_o ng or speech, '-' Dinkie " gives perfect reproduction, true in tone and ample in volume ! The " Dirikie '' will be widely
advertised, and is destined to become the greatest seller radio has ever
known~ Costing little more than good headphones, what ·can •top it?
11u,,1,1 11 u1 1, .......... ...

STERLING

DINKIE

Loud Speaker

,u,1,1111,,,,,,1,11,

\ TO THE TRADE
· ' The Sterling range of
Radio Apparatus covers
aH that is necessary for
perfect Radio reception
and reproduction :-Crystal sets: 2, 3 and 4 valve

.E

receivina sets; 2 and 3 valve
power amplifiers ; wor Id famous -headphones : various

types of loud speakers and
every conceivable component.
Lists •wd /t1II jartict1l11rs

ap:,lie•tio•.
,
,.............. ,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,.,
.............
.
011

The Sterling" Dinkie " Loud Speaker is supplied
in a Brown tinted finish, complete with flexible cord.
DIMENSIONS :

Height over all, 13 in. Diameter of Flare, 7 in.
Diameter of Base, 4 in.

Ask your Dealer to Demonstrate.

.

STERLING TELEPHONE & ELECTRIC CO. LTD.'
Manufacturers of Telephones and Radio Apparatus, etc.

210-212 TOTTENHAM COURT RD., LONDON, W.1
ENGLAND.
Sole A gents for N,S,W. and Queensland :

THE LAWRENCE & HANSON
ELECTRICAL CO., LTD. ·
33, York Street, Wynyard Square,
SYDNJ::Y.
And Charlotte Street, Brisbane.
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